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Abstract 
The Recycler Electron cooler was the first (and so far, the only) cooler working at a relativistic 
energy (γ = 9.5). It was successfully developed in 1995-2004 and was in operation at Fermilab in 
2005-2011, providing cooling of antiprotons in the Recycler ring. This paper describes the 
cooler, difficulties in achieving the required electron beam parameters and the ways to overcome 
them, cooling measurements, and details of operation.   
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1. Introduction  
Electron cooling is the method of increasing the phase density of “hot’ heavy charge particles, 
ions or antiprotons, through Coulomb interaction with a “cold” electron beam propagating with 
the same average speed. The method was proposed by G. Budker in 1967 [1], successfully tested 
in 1974 with low-energy protons [2], and later implemented at a dozen of storage rings (see, for 
example the review [3]) at non-relativistic energies Ee <300 keV.  
An electron cooler was envisioned as an important part of the Recycler ring upgrade already in 
the Recycler Technical Design Report [4]. The main cooler parameters were chosen according to 
the then stated Recycler goals: store antiprotons coming from the Accumulator, “recycle” 
antiprotons left over from Tevatron stores, and prepare bunches for Tevatron shots. Because of 
the longitudinal injection scheme of the Recycler, the main emphasis was made on longitudinal 
cooling. With a typical requirement of tens of minutes for the cooling time, the scheme without a 
strong magnetic field in the cooling section was shown to be satisfactory. Later changes, most 
notably the decision to do not reuse the antiprotons left over from the Tevatron and the decreased 
emittances of the bunches coming from the Accumulator, relaxed the operational requirements 
for the electron cooling strength, which allowed operation with a good safety factor. As soon as 
the issues with reliable recirculation of the electron beam were resolved, for the first time, 
relativistic electron cooling was demonstrated [5] and within days was put into operation. 
This paper introduces formulae for non-magnetized electron cooling (Section 2); discusses the 
setup and reasoning behind the choice of the cooler’s scheme (Section 3); and then goes through 
the main difficulties with the realization of the project: electron beam transport (Section 4), 
stability of the beam recirculation (Section 5), electron angles in the cooling section (Section 6), 
and energy matching (Section 7). Section 8 describes the cooling force measurements and 
results, and then we conclude. 
For brevity, sometimes we will refer to the Recycler Electron cooler as REC. 
2. Electron cooling formulae  
A heavy charged particle moving in a free electron gas with a velocity distribution  e ef v
experiences a friction force that in a model of binary collisions can be written following Ref. [6]: 
  
4
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where neb is the electron density in the beam rest frame, me  the electron mass, e the elementary 
charge, 
pV  the velocity of the heavy particle, and /csL C  indicates the portion of the ring 
circumference C  occupied by the cooling section of length csL . CL  is the Coulomb logarithm 
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with the minimum and maximum impact parameters, min and max , in the Coulomb logarithm 
defined as 
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The maximum impact parameter is determined by the electron beam radius eR , (typically the 
case in REC), the Debye radius DR , or the relative displacement of particles during the flight 
time through the cooling section csf
L
c


 , where  and β are the relativistic factors of co-
propagating particles in the lab frame, whichever is the greatest. 
Note that the presence of a strong longitudinal magnetic field ~ 1 kG, standard for low-energy 
coolers, makes cooling dynamics significantly more complicated (see e.g.: [6], [3]) and typically 
provides significantly stronger cooling. For the REC, we did not find a way to reliably simulate 
the possible contribution to cooling of this effect, where electrons are immersed into a much 
weaker field of CSB =105 G (see  
Table 1) but believe that Eq. (1) is a reasonable approximation.  One may speculate that the 
magnetic field doesn’t affect collisions with “small” impact parameters   i.e. 
 e e
L
CS
v m c
eB
 

   (4) 
but enhances cooling at “large” impact parameters 
 L   (5) 
by “suppressing” the transverse electron velocities contribution. For typical REC parameters, 
min  1·10
-7
 cm, L  0.02 cm, max  0.2 cm, and the value of the Coulomb logarithm is 
significantly larger for the region of Eq. (4), min( / )Lln   12, than max( / )Lln   2.3 for large 
impact parameters. An enhancement of the cooling force by the magnetic field for large impact 
parameters is unlikely to offset this difference because the typical value of the antiproton 
velocity (in the beam frame) is only a factor of 2-3 lower than the electrons’.  An even more 
convincing argument comes from measurements, where a strong dependence of cooling 
properties on the transverse electron angles was observed. 
Assuming a Gaussian distribution for all velocity components 
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and neglecting variations of the Coulomb logarithm in order to take it out of the integrand, 
Eq. (3.1) can be reduced to a single integral (so-called Binney formula, e.g.: Ref. [7]). For 
example, the expression for the longitudinal component of the cooling force in the beam frame 
becomes 
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 (7) 
This formula can be simplified further for the analysis of the longitudinal cooling force 
measurements (see section 7.8.8). These measurements use a pencil antiproton beam with a large 
average momentum offset, so that the transverse antiproton velocity components can be 
neglected.  
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Figure 1. Longitudinal force as a function of the momentum offset calculated with Eq. (8). Vertical axis - 
0( ) /lz pF p F , horizontal axis - 2/pp p . The curves show calculations for different ratio of electron 
velocities in the beam frame 1 2/ /ez etp p   : red- 10, blue- 25, brown- 50. 
Assuming also ex ey et     , it is convenient to use Eq.(7) to fit the longitudinal cooling force 
as a function of momentum offset in the lab frame in the form of [8] 
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with the parameters related to the lab-frame electron beam properties as follows: 
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where  
2 21
t et ez
c
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  - an effective angle,  
et
e
c



 -   1D r.m.s. electron angle in the cooling section, 
ezee pW   - r.m.s. scatter of the electron energy, 
el ebn n -   electron density in the lab frame, 
pM  is the proton mass, and ep  is the electron momentum. These parameters used in Eq.(8) are 
convenient for fitting purposes because 0F  
determines the maximum of the curve (the force 
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maximum approaches 0F  
at et ez  ), the parameter 1p is approximately the position of the 
curve’s maximum, and 2p characterizes the curve’s drop rate after the maximum (Error! 
Reference source not found.). 
Under the assumptions used for Eq.(7) and 
ex ey et    ,  the cooling rates of a coasting 
antiproton beam with a Gaussian distribution 
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with 
px py  can be expressed through elementary functions [8]: 
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Note that for the transverse rate, the calculated single–pass force is decreased in Eq.(11) by a 
factor of 2 to take into account averaging over betatron oscillations. Functions appearing in 
Eq.(3.9) are shown in Error! Reference source not found.. For small values of the parameter 
1  ,   2/1)(,2/4/)( longtr ff .  
For a practical implementation, Eq.(11) gives only an upper estimate for the cooling rate. The 
most important flaw in the model is the assumption of the electron beam density and velocity 
distributions being constant across the area determined by max . In the case of the Recycler 
cooler operational parameters, the rms radius of the antiproton beam is roughly the same as the 
radius of the area within the electron beam where electron cooling is effective (see section 8.2). 
As a result, a large portion of antiprotons travels through the cooling section outside of the 
electron beam hence the cooling rate decreases dramatically. With the tails of the antiproton 
distribution being typically fatter than Gaussian, this effect is even more pronounced. In addition, 
bringing the Coulomb logarithm out of the integral tends to slightly overestimate the cooling 
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force for small relative velocities (section 8.3). Numerical comparison of the measured cooling 
rate with Eq.(11) is shown in Figure 30.  
 
Figure 2. Functions in Eq. (11). 
For a practical implementation, Eq.(11) gives only an upper estimate for the cooling rate. The 
most important flaw in the model is the assumption of the electron beam density and velocity 
distributions being constant across the area determined by max . In the case of the Recycler 
cooler operational parameters, the rms radius of the antiproton beam is roughly the same as the 
radius of the area within the electron beam where electron cooling is effective (see section 8.2). 
As a result, a large portion of antiprotons travels through the cooling section outside of the 
electron beam hence the cooling rate decreases dramatically. With the tails of the antiproton 
distribution being typically fatter than Gaussian, this effect is even more pronounced. In addition, 
bringing the Coulomb logarithm out of the integral tends to slightly overestimate the cooling 
force for small relative velocities (section 8.3). Numerical comparison of the measured cooling 
rate with Eq.(11) is shown in Figure 30.  
3. Cooler setup 
3.1. Electron beam design parameters and choice of the scheme 
Based on preliminary cooling scenarios and estimations of the cooling rates, the design 
parameters were specified in Ref. [9] (reproduced in  
Table 1).  
Table 1 assumes a scheme with a DC electron beam, a longitudinal magnetic field at the 
cathode and in the cooling section, and lumped focusing in the beam transport lines. Before 
finally choosing this scheme, other possibilities were considered.  
By the time the Recycler Electron Cooling project started, several schemes for coolers with 
electron energy of several MeVs or higher had been investigated ( [10], [11], [12]) (and the 
development of other schemes continues at present ( [13], [14])). However, none of these 
developments came close to demonstrating the electron beam parameters necessary for electron 
cooling in the Recycler.  
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
0
0.5
1
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Table 1: Electron cooling system design parameters 
Parameter Value Units 
Electrostatic Accelerator 
Terminal Voltage 4.3 MV 
Electron Beam Current 0.5 A 
Terminal Voltage Ripple, rms 500 V  
Cathode Radius 2.5 mm 
Magnetic Field at the Cathode ≤ 600 G 
Cooling Section 
Length 20 m 
Solenoid Field ≤ 150 G 
Vacuum Pressure 0.1 nTorr 
Electron Beam Radius 6 mm 
Electron Beam Divergence ≤ 80 µrad 
 
In all coolers that had been built previously, a strong (~1 kG) longitudinal magnetic field was 
used to transport the electron beam and enhance the cooling force, but all of them worked at non-
relativistic energies Ee <300 keV. Therefore, a straightforward extrapolation of the previous 
experience would have been a version with a higher-voltage electrostatic accelerator and a 
continuous strong longitudinal magnetic field from the cathode to the collector.  This was 
seriously discussed but eventually abandoned. On one hand, the Recycler did not require the 
benefits from cooling enhancement obtained with a strong field. On the other hand, the beam 
generation scheme tested for 1 MeV [10] was not easily scalable to 4 MeV and would have 
required significant R&D efforts (similar to what is being presently developed for the COSY 
cooler at Novosibirsk [14]). Combined with more expensive beam lines and cooling section as 
well as higher operating costs, it was deemed undoable within a realistic budget then available 
and the time scale on which the project needed to be completed. 
The most affordable solution in terms of time and cost seemed to be the scheme of relativistic 
cooling proposed for the SSC MEB [15], which assumed that focusing in the cooling section 
would be achieved with lumped elements. Namely, as opposed to low energy coolers, there is no 
longitudinal magnetic field where the beam is generated, and then short solenoidal lenses are 
placed periodically in the cooling section to compensate the beam divergence caused by space 
charge and beam emittance. This configuration allows using an industrially-manufactured 
electrostatic accelerator, and the cooling section is significantly cheaper than in the case with a 
strong magnetic field. This scheme was critically analyzed in Ref. [16]. The authors argued that 
the requirement of low transverse velocities in the cooling section results in a large value of the 
beta-function, which makes the beam susceptible to perturbations. Specifically, a drift instability 
due to the interaction of the beam with its wall image charges and an ion instability were pointed 
out as possible showstoppers. In addition to these arguments, cooling inside the lenses is 
ineffective because of the large azimuthal velocity of the electrons, and, therefore, a frequent 
placement of these lenses would decrease of the effective cooler length. 
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  Note that the contradiction between maintaining small angles and strong focusing in the 
cooling section is very different in the scheme with continuous magnetic field, because an 
electron propagates along the field line corresponding to its origin. If the field magnitude is 
changed in the entire beam line, the value of the angles may stay the same.  
The decision was made to combine the advantages of these two schemes, lumped focusing and 
continuous magnetic field, by introducing a longitudinal magnetic field in the cooling section 
that is large enough to counteract possible perturbations but still low enough to allow beam 
transport outside of the cooling section with lumped elements and the use of a standard 
electrostatic accelerator with minimal modifications. An important requirement of this new 
scheme is the cathode immersion into a longitudinal field, so that the magnetic fluxes at the 
cathode and in the cooling section are matched [17].  
Note that applicability of such scheme is critically dependent on the magnetic flux required in 
the cooling section. When a beam with no transverse velocities inside a solenoid exits into a free 
space, conservation of the canonical angular momentum results in a coherent angular rotation of 
the beam. In the paraxial ray approximation, it is equivalent to the appearance of an effective 
normalized emittance [17] 
 , 22
B eff
e
e
m c



 , (12) 
where 2CS CSB R  is the magnetic flux through the beam cross section in the solenoid. As in the 
case with a real emittance, the beam transport with lumped focusing is possible only if this 
emittance is sufficiently low. For example, let’s consider a transport channel for   10 with a 
typical beam radius of ~1 cm and a beta-function of ~1 m. If the required beam radius in a 
cooling section solenoid is ~CSR 1 cm, Eq. (12) limits the solenoid magnetic field to ~300G. To 
use lumped focusing during acceleration (i.e. at lower  ), the magnetic flux should be decreased 
even further in comparison with this example by reducing both the beam size and the magnetic 
field strength in the cooling section (in the REC case, to CSR = 2 - 4 mm and CSB =100 – 200 G).  
  The specific choice of the beam line optics is presented in section 4.1. 
3.2. Electron cooler setup description  
A schematic of the electron cooler is shown in Figure 3, and its elevation views are presented 
in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 3. Schematic of the electron cooler. 
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Electrons are emitted from a thermionic cathode, accelerated inside an electrostatic accelerator, 
Pelletron [18], and transported through a beam “supply” line to the cooling section where they 
interact with the antiprotons circulating in the Recycler ring. After separation of the beams by a 
180 degree bending magnet, electrons move through the “return” beam line, and back to the 
Pelletron through a “transfer” line. Inside the Pelletron, the electron beam is decelerated in the 
second (“deceleration”) tube and is absorbed in a collector at the kinetic energy of 3.2 keV. The 
travel of the electrons from the emitter to the collector is called ‘recirculation’ in this paper, 
following a Fermilab colloquial convention. What it really entails is explained in detail in 
Section 5. Note that the Recycler shares the tunnel with a 150 GeV synchrotron, Main Injector 
(MI). 
 
 
Figure 4. Upper - Elevation view showing the Pelletron and beam lines (“supply” and “transfer’). Lower - 
Elevation view of the portion of the Main Injector tunnel containing the cooling section and the “return” 
line. 
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When both main bending magnets under the Pelletron are turned off, the beam can be 
recirculated through a short beam line, denoted as U-bend in Figure 4. This so-called U- bend 
mode was used for commissioning purposes. For instance, in this mode we were able to reach 
DC beam currents of up to 1.8 A at the nominal energy. 
The column of the nominally 6-MV Pelletron consists of 6 sections divided by hollow 1.9m 
diameter aluminum discs referred to as separation boxes (Figure 5). The space inside the 
separation boxes houses power generators driven by a mechanical shaft, focusing lenses, and 
electronics. The middle separation box is longer and also contains ion pumps for the acceleration 
tubes.  The total length of each acceleration tube is ~3.6 m (12’). The high voltage is distributed 
along the column by a resistive divider. In addition, there are resistive dividers on each of two 
acceleration tubes. These three dividers are electrically connected at each separation box. All 
electronics is controlled through fiber optics. 
 
   
Figure 5. Photo of the Pelletron. Left – outside view; electronics racks are at the lower left corner. Center- 
view inside the Pellteron tank. The covers of the separation boxes (identifiable by the discontinuties in the 
aluminum field-shaping hoops) are removed, and the terminal shell is lifted (barely visible at the very top 
of the picture). During normal operation, the cables moving the elevator platform inside the tank are 
removed. Right – a view from inside the column looking at the deceleration tube and a lens (black 
annulus around the tube). On the lower left side is the fiber optics.  
 
At the top of the column is the Pelletron terminal, where the electron gun and collector are 
mounted. The terminal has the potential of the gun and collector anode; some of control 
electronics is grouped at a platform that is electrically isolated inside the terminal and stays at the 
cathode potential.  
While description of the final design of the gun and its performance has not been published, the 
main ideas for a low-halo gun are described in Ref. [19].  Mechanical schematics of the gun are 
shown in Figure 6, and Figure 7 presents a photo of the gun installed in the Pelletron terminal. 
The cathode is positioned in the central plane of a short solenoid that determines the value of the 
longitudinal magnetic field at the cathode. Identical solenoids on the gun and collector side 
protruding down from the terminal provide beam focusing at low energies.   
Some specifics of the collector are mentioned in section 5.2. Its mechanical schematic and a 
photo are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 6. Mechanical schematic of the electron gun installed in the Pelletron terminal and a closer view of 
the cathode region. 1- control electrode feedthrough, 2- ion pump, 3- HV insulator, 4- short gun solenoid, 
5- terminal platform, 6- the first acceleration tube, 7- long gun solenoid, 8- control electrode insulator, 9 – 
outside part of the control electrode (SS), 10- anode (SS), 11- gun flange (KOVAR), 12 – cathode and 
inside part of the control electrode (Hf).  
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Figure 7. Photo of the gun installed in the Pelletron terminal. 
  
Figure 8. Mechanical schematic and photo of the beam collector installed in the Pelletron terminal. In the 
drawing: 1- Suppressor electrode, 2- water-cooled collector surface, 3- ion pump, 4- HV insulator, 5- 
terminal platform, 6 – collector solenoid. The steel plates and magnets creating the transverse magnetic 
field in the collector are not shown. Visible in the photo: the collector with steel plates and magnets 
(right); the generator (behind the collector) installed on the axis of the rotating shaft; a platform at the 
cathode potential (covered, top); an insulated part of the shaft (translucent cylinder above the generator) 
connected to another generator supplying power to electronics at the platform. The terminal shell is lifted. 
Most of focusing is provided by solenoidal lenses. Inside the Pelletron, the lenses are mounted 
in each separation box; a pair of dipole correctors is incorporated into the body of each lens.  
In the supply and transfer lines, the solenoids are grouped into doublets (an example is shown 
in Figure 9). Each doublet is fed by a single power supply, and the solenoids magnetic fields 
have opposite direction to eliminate the total beam rotation angle. It is a part of the optics design 
creating the rotationally invariant beam transport line between the Pelletron and the cooling 
section [20]. In the return line, focusing is made with single lenses of the same air-cooled type. 
Correction of focusing is made by 6 weak, printed-circuit quadrupoles in the supply line that 
were used to optimize electron angles in the cooling section (see Section 6.2). Similar 
quadrupoles were installed in the transfer line and were intended to correct the shape of the beam 
entering the collector but were not used in operation. 
All bending is done either in vertical or in horizontal planes. In most of cases, the beam is 
turned by 90º. The 90º bending assembly consists of two 45º zero-gradient sector magnets with a 
water-cooled solenoidal doublet in between to eliminate the dispersion after each bend in the 
supply line. Because of space limitations, no diagnostics was included into the 90º bend design, 
while the phase advance along the assembly was large (~2π). The consequence was that it was 
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difficult to tune the bends and reconstruct the optics. The bending field ~300G was regulated 
using measurements from dedicated NMR probes (the system was designed and manufactured by 
Budker INP, Novosibirsk). 
 
 
Figure 9. A doublet of solenoidal lenses in the supply line inside the MI tunnel. The red wall on the right 
is radiation shielding of a line toward the Pelletron. The shiny box on the left is the magnetic shield of the 
bend that merges the electron and antiproton beams. Parts of the beam line outside of the focusing 
elements are covered by µ - metal magnetic shield. The transfer line is below. 
The short vertical separation between the cooling section and the return line forced a different 
design for the 180º bend that separates the electron and antiproton beams downstream of the 
cooling section and brings the beam into the return line (Figure 10). The bend consists of two 90º 
sector dipoles with index ½ and a quadrupole in between. The design allowed eliminating the 
dispersion while preserving the beam rotational symmetry. However, in operation it was found 
more beneficial to run with a large dispersion in the return line (see Section 5.3), and the 
quadrupole was kept off.  
The vacuum chamber is pumped down by ion and titanium sublimation pumps. The typical 
diameter of the beam line vacuum chamber is 75 mm, while the beam aperture is limited by the 
BPM’s inner diameter of 47 mm. The typical pressure was ~0.3 nTorr. The residual gas content 
was recorded mainly under the Pelletron, where the major components were ~80% hydrogen, 
~10% CO/N2, and ~5% of water.  
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Figure 10. Photo of the 180º bend (far right) and the adjacent part of the cooler. At the time of 
taking the photo, the front part of the bend’s magnetic shielding box was removed. Also shown 
are the last module of the cooling section (top) and the first solenoidal doublet of the return line 
(bottom). Most of the beam line is covered by magnetic shielding. The elliptical pipe under the 
return line is the Main Injector (MI) vacuum chamber; the black box along the wall shields 
magnetically the MI current busses. 
3.3. List of the main points of concern for the design of the cooler 
The following topics were identified as the most important to be resolved for successful 
operation of the electron cooler: 
 Electron beam transport 
 Stability of the beam recirculation 
 Electron angles in the cooling section 
 Energy ripple, stability, and absolute calibration 
They are discussed in detail in the following sections. 
4. Electron beam transport  
4.1. Design 
The beam envelope generated by the OptiM code [21] is shown in Figure 11a. The main 
features of the electron cooling line design are as follows:  
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1. Magnetic flux through the beam cross section at the cathode is equal to the flux at the 
cooling section (for a negligible space charge). 
2. Nominally, the beam line between the Pelletron and the cooling section should be the 
rotationally invariant. Because the line includes not-rotationally-invariant elements, zero-
gradient dipoles, it can be accomplished only for a specific tuning of the line.  
3. Zero dispersion in the cooling section. 
4. Possible rotation invariance and zero dispersion in the return line.  
The first three conditions are needed to obtain and maintain low electron angles in the cooling 
section and the last one was considered to be useful for the beam transport inside the deceleration 
tube (but eventually was not used).  The idea of the transport channel and its practical 
implementation in the cooler’s prototype are described in detail in Ref. [20]. The final beam line 
differs from the prototype only by the length and the number of focusing elements.  
Keeping the beam line after the cooling section nearly dispersion-free was successfully tested 
but found to be disadvantageous because it led to full discharges of the Pelletron (section 5.3). 
For an optimum protection from full discharges, the dispersion in the return line was made 
significantly larger than in the deceleration tube, ensuring that a beam with an energy lower than 
the nominal is lost well before reaching the deceleration tube electrodes.  
 
 
Figure 11. The electron beam envelope (a) and dispersion (b) simulated with the OptiM code. Settings of 
optical elements are as they were in regular operation, except for minor adjustments to the correction 
quadrupoles in the supply line. Initial conditions are adjusted to have a parallel beam in the cooling 
section. Ie= 0.1A.  
4.2. Commissioning of the beam line 
The relatively low momentum of the electrons makes the beam sensitive to various residual or 
fringe magnetic fields, which initially complicated the beam transport. In addition, calibration of 
the lenses’ strength and knowledge of the initial conditions in simulations was found to lack the 
accuracy needed to pass the beam through without significant tuning. 
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Commissioning of the beam line was made first with a pulse mode. The gun generates 2 µs, 
1 Hz pulses that are analyzed by the beam line BPMs demodulating at 130 kHz [22].  When the 
beam hits the vacuum chamber somewhere close to a BPM, the secondary electron shower 
creates a large signal at the BPM sum (intensity) output. The intensity was recorded as a function 
of the current of an immediately upstream corrector, and the current was set to center the 
distribution. An indication of the loss-free beam passage through a BPM was to observe a 
constant intensity over some interval of corrector currents and, correspondingly, of the beam 
transverse position within the BPM. Typically, this intensity was by several times lower than its 
peak when the beam would touch the BPM electrodes.  
The most complicated tuning was inside the deceleration tube, where there are no BPMs. The 
main indicators were the beam loss at the bottom tube electrode, the peaks in the anode power 
supply current, and the total drop of the terminal voltage during the pulse.  
After passing through the entire beam line a pulsed beam of ~0.5 A with losses not resolvable 
in the pulsed mode (<10 mA), a DC beam of several mA went through as well. Further tuning 
toward higher DC beam currents was made by measuring the beam loss as a function of the 
transverse position in various locations along the beam line, hence determining aperture 
restrictions.    
The initial intent was to use the optics model for fine tuning of the beam angles in the cooling 
section. The optics was measured by deflecting the beam with dipole correctors, one at a time, or 
by changing the beam energy while recording BPM readings [23]. The resulting differential 
trajectories (i.e. the initial, unperturbed trajectory subtracted from the deflected trajectory) were 
analyzed with OptiM [21]. Multiple sets of these measurements allowed correcting electrical 
connections errors, polarities etc. as well as adjusting calibrations of the optical elements.  
While the procedure permitted to correct the calibrations down to the level of several percent, 
more accurate results were not achieved. The variations between sets of differential trajectories 
measurements made with different correctors or days apart were well above the statistical BPM 
errors of ~ 10 µm. As a result, the agreement of the model with the measured trajectories was 
good only within relatively short portions of the beam line, but attempts to trace the entire cooler 
were not satisfactory. An example of such measurements and its comparison with the 
corresponding OptiM simulation is shown in Figure 12. The differences between the data and the 
simulations seen on Figure 12 were likely the result of mechanical drifts of the optical elements, 
insufficient stability of the power supplies, and non-linearity of the focusing fields.  
Another complication for modeling the beam line is the accuracy to which the initial conditions 
are known. They were derived from simulating the electron gun with the UltraSAM code [24] 
and then propagating the simulation through the acceleration tube with the BEAM code [25] to 
the tube exit, where the OptiM optics file begins. The simulations were tested against 
measurements of the beam profile with an Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) monitor, which is 
mounted right below the first bend. While a good agreement was reported [26], resolution of the 
measurements might not be at the level needed to rely upon for fine tuning.  
Finally, simulations did not take into account the effect of secondary ion accumulation, which 
makes a significant contribution to focusing (section 6.4). 
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Figure 12. Example of a standard optics measurement. Points are the measured differential trajectories, 
and the solid lines are fits by OptiM with fudge factors adjusted from previous measurements. Upper four 
plots show responses to kicks by two pairs (X and Y) of correctors (last pairs in the Pelletron and first 
pair outside, before the first 90-degree bend), and the lower plot is the result of an energy increase. All 
trajectories are differential, i.e. shown after subtraction of the unperturbed trajectory. Red and green 
curves represent X and Y projections, correspondingly. The error bars for the data points are the statistical 
errors of the measurements.  
Not knowing the optics with good precision, tuning of focusing within the cooling section was 
made by using of a set of 11 scrapers with round openings [27]. With the electron beam off, one 
scraper is inserted into the beam path, such that when the beam is reestablished, it goes through 
the scraper hole. Then, the beam was moved with dipole correctors in 8 directions until ~10
-5
 
portion of the beam was scraped each time, which was used as a definition of the beam boundary 
touching the scraper. With known calibration of correctors and openings diameter (15 mm), the 
measurements gave the dimension of the beam in 4 directions, and an ellipse fitted to these 4 
numbers was assumed to be the beam shape. Repeating the procedure in all scrapers one by one 
gave the beating of the beam ellipse along the cooling section. While by design this diagnostics 
allows only to align the beam halo, which angles can differ significantly from the core [28], it 
was sufficiently good to demonstrate cooling and put the cooler into operation. All further tuning 
was made using cooling itself as an indicator of the electron beam angles.   
5. Stability of the beam recirculation  
5.1. The energy recovery scheme and beam loss limitations 
To keep the dissipated energy low while using a MW-range DC beam in the cooling section, 
the cooler employs the energy recovery scheme. After acceleration and interaction with 
CXA05I = 0.1 A
CYA05I = 0.1 A
CXA06I = 0.04 A
CYA06I = 0.04 A
E = 5 keV
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antiprotons, electrons return the energy to the terminal by decelerating in the second Pelletron 
tube down to the energy of ~3 keV at the collector surface and flow through the collector power 
supply toward the cathode to repeat the journey. At Fermilab this process is called ‘beam 
recirculation’. A simplified electrical schematic is shown in Figure 13.  
 
Figure 13. Simplified schematic of beam recirculation.  
 
This scheme puts stringent limitations on the beam loss. The most obvious reason is the low 
current provided by the Pelletron chains (nominally up to 400 µA), which is by several orders of 
magnitude lower than the beam current. However, the beam loss inside the Pelletron tubes is 
restricted even more. A loss comparable with the current flowing through the tube resistive 
divider (~40 µA) significantly redistributes the potential along the tube. The resulting change in 
the beam envelope usually causes even larger losses, and the beam recirculation is lost in a 
matter of milliseconds.  
However, for stable long-term operation much lower losses in the tubes are required , at the 
level of several µA. We interpret this as a result of a charge accumulation on the tube ceramic 
and following partial discharges in the acceleration gaps. These discharges occur all the time, 
with frequency dependent on the tube voltage gradient and amount of the beam loss. The 
structure of the Pelletron column contains large aluminum discs called separation boxes, which 
are connected every ~60 cm (2’) to both tubes resistive divider as well as to a dedicated column 
resistive divider.  When only one of 42 gaps contained between neighboring separation boxes is 
discharged, the effect on the voltage outside this portion of the tube is negligible. Hence, by 
itself, a discharge of a single gap cannot significantly change the overall voltage distribution. 
However, with some probability the plasma formed from such discharge can shorten several 
neighboring gaps, while the capacitance between the separation boxes still holds the total voltage 
constant. If the unaffected portion of the tube is capable of holding the entire voltage, the gaps 
charge up again, and the recirculation is not interrupted. Also, if the beam envelope modification 
that results from the temporary charge redistribution is large but lead to beam loss only 
somewhere outside of the Pelletron, the protection system interrupts the beam and normal 
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operation can be restored in a matter of seconds (so-called “a beam trip”).  Otherwise, the entire 
tube shortens, and the Pelletron voltage drops to nearly zero. Dealing with this “full discharge” 
scenario is described in section 5.3. 
5.2. Steps to limit beam losses to the acceleration tubes 
Because decreasing the beam loss to the tubes was recognized as the only way to provide long 
uninterrupted recirculation, several distinctive steps were made at the design and R&D phases. 
 Electron gun with a negatively biased ‘control electrode’. 
 Experience of MeV-energy electrostatic electron accelerators showed that one of the 
problems is to turn on the beam, because in the absence of a strong longitudinal magnetic 
field the beam may strongly diverge at low currents. It was alleviated by employing a gun 
with an electrode near the emitter that is negatively biased with respect to the cathode (aka 
the control electrode) [19] and shapes the electric field near the emitting surface. Thus, in this 
gun, the emitting area is determined by the location of the zero equipotential surface at the 
cathode that results from the relative difference between the anode and control electrode 
voltages. Hence, for a small beam current, only electrons from a narrow portion of the 
emitter near the axis are accelerated. As a result, the beam diameter and divergence increase 
monotonically as a function of the beam current until the entire cathode surface emits, at 
which point the beam size and envelope angle roughly stabilize. Consequently, a focusing 
channel optimized for the nominal current can transport lower currents as well. 
 An equally important feature of this gun in its use of a control electrode is the 
suppression of electron emission from the side surface of the emitter. With a positively 
biased control electrode, such electrons are accelerated and create a large beam halo, 
increasing the beam loss. 
 Effective electron beam collector. 
 Another source of the current loss is electrons from the beam collector region. First, part 
of secondary electrons created at the beam absorbing collector surface escapes and is 
accelerated in the deceleration tube. Development of a collector with a transverse magnetic 
field [29], [30] allowed decreasing this portion to less than 10
-5
 of primary beam current. The 
second phenomenon is intra-beam scattering that increases the energy spread in the beam, 
causing its low-energy tails to be reflected while decelerating near the collector [31]. This 
effect determines the minimal value of the collector potential and limits the applicability of 
the traditional method of decreasing the secondary electron flow from a collector by creating 
a potential minimum near the collector entrance.  It was taken into account when designing 
the final version of the collector, where the collector efficiency for a nearly monoenergetic 
beam on a test bench weakly depended on the potential of the electrode near the collector 
entrance. In operation, this so-called “suppressor” electrode was at +3 kV with respect to the 
cathode while the collector voltage was 3.3 kV. 
 Optimum beam tuning 
 We realized that tuning is optimum for the stability of operation when the beam loss to 
the acceleration/deceleration tubes is minimized, which not necessarily coincides with the 
minimum of the overall beam loss. In particular for the deceleration tube, it meant passing 
toward the ground as many as possible of the electrons escaping from the collector, even at 
the cost of increasing the total beam loss. Typically, the changes of the tube resistive dividers 
currents after turning the electron beam on were used as an indication of a beam loss to the 
tubes. 
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 Suppression of the electrons emitted from the control electrode 
 While the gun design suppresses the beam halo from electrons emitted from the cathode, 
particles emitted from the control electrode have a similar energy as the main beam and may 
propagate out of the gun. However, because the initial conditions for these particles are very 
different from those of the main beam, such particles are lost in the acceleration tube, 
deteriorating the long-term stability of the beam recirculation. This effect is difficult to model 
on a low-energy test bench, and all the significant stability improvements were made as 
results of experiments with the Pelletron.  
 First, the recirculation stability dramatically improved when the aperture in the gun anode 
was decreased to the minimum size allowed by the envelope of the primary beam [32]. With 
the smaller aperture, most of the electrons emitted from the control electrode are lost at the 
anode. 
 An important mechanism for generating electrons from the control electrode is through the 
impact of secondary ions. Without special precautions, the ions created by electrons in the 
beam line are captured by the beam space charge and can travel along the beam toward the 
acceleration tube, where they are accelerated and end up in the gun, irradiating, in part, the 
control electrode. This mechanism was suppressed by creating a potential barrier at the 
entrance of both tubes with a positive voltage on the corresponding BPM plates, which 
increased the typical time between beam interruptions from dozens of minutes to hours.  
 Operationally, the recirculation stability was found to deteriorate when the pressure in the 
tubes was rising. To keep a typical interval between beam trips above several hours, the first 
ion gauge below the tubes had to be kept below ~0.3 nTorr. We attribute this to the same 
effect as in the previous paragraph, i.e. to electrons generated by impacts of secondary ions, 
but in this case, by ions generated inside the tubes.  
 Finally, unwanted electrons were found to be emitted also from the inner surface of the 
negatively biased control electrode [32]. Following the hypothesis that the emission is related 
to the cathode material being sputtered onto the control electrode by ions striking the emitter 
(primarily during full discharges), we looked for a material of the control electrode that 
would suppress the emission from barium films. Replacing the originally copper electrode by 
tantalum and then by hafnium (the part marked 12 in Figure 6) solved the problem. 
5.3. Full discharges 
The most destructive events in operation are full discharges, when the Pelletron voltage drops 
to nearly zero in a matter of a microsecond. This occurs when a significant portion of one of the 
acceleration tubes is shorted out by the formation of plasma in the vacuum before the resulting 
increase of the voltage gradient on other parts of the tube causes the protective spark gaps on the 
gas side to fire. Currents flowing in vacuum modify the electrodes surfaces, decrease the electric 
strength, and create a large burst of pressure (to 0.01 mTorr), which may take hours to recover 
from. Also, much higher currents flowing on the gas side produce large electromagnetic waves, 
damaging the equipment inside and sometimes even outside of the Pelletron.  Full discharges 
were common during the R&D and commissioning phases, and significant efforts were put to 
decrease their frequency. 
Two factors were recognized to be of primary importance to avoid full discharges: a high 
electric strength of the tubes and preventing the primary beam from reaching the tube electrodes. 
 At the R&D phase it became obvious that the electric strength of the tubes has to exceed 
significantly the nominal potential gradient. At that time the total length of the 
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accelerating/decelerating tubes was ~3 m (10’), divided into 5 two-foot long sections. Each 
section was conditioned individually to ~ 1.1MV (without any apparent discharges for many 
minutes after conditioning) reaching occasionally a maximum of ~1.3 MV. With this 
conditioning procedure the full length tubes were able to hold ~5 MV without beam (nominal 
is 4.3 MV), but at the same time operation with beam was stable only at 3.5 MV, ~60% of 
the sum of the maximum voltages of individual sections after they had been conditioned. A 
dedicated experiment showed that the factor of 0.6 remains roughly the same if a portion of 
the tubes is shorted. As a result, the decision was made to add one more two-foot long 
section in the final Pelletron assembly.  In accordance with the pattern just described, raising 
the total tube length to 3.6 m eventually allowed stable operation at 4.3 MV.  
 Even if the tubes electric strength is appropriate, a full discharge is very likely when the 
beam core touches the tubes electrodes [33] because a large portion of the tube can be 
affected simultaneously. Excluding studies and tuning, such situation is possible when there 
is a sudden increase of the beam loss anywhere along the beam line. Because the lost current 
discharges simultaneously the terminal and the cathode-anode effective capacitances, both 
the Pelletron and gun voltages drop down, changing the beam envelope and, at locations with 
high dispersion, the beam trajectory. Initially, such changes of the beam envelope in the 
acceleration tube were the leading cause of the full discharges. This was greatly suppressed 
by optimizing focusing such as to pass the beam through the acceleration tube for a range of 
gun parameters as wide as possible. On the other hand, the deceleration tube was protected 
by creating a large dispersion in the return line while minimizing it in the tube.  
 Another critical element to fight the full discharges was the implementation of a fast 
protection system [34], closing the gun in about 1 µs after detecting a drop of the terminal 
voltage or a high beam loss (through radiation monitors). By the time of shutting the gun 
down, the typical terminal voltage drop was 5-10 kV, and corresponding beam envelope 
modifications were not large enough to irradiate the tube electrodes.  
With all these elements in place by the fall of 2005, operation at the beam current of 0.5 A was 
producing one full discharge every several days on average. Switching to 0.1A for normal 
operation decreased the frequency of the full discharges dramatically, to a few per year 
(excluding studies and cases with broken equipment).  
5.4. Beam trips 
During regular operation, there are typically several beam trips per day. A trip starts with the 
protection system detecting either a drop of the terminal voltage or an elevated radiation near the 
beam line. Then an analog circuitry quickly shuts the beam off by applying a large negative 
voltage to the gun control electrode, and a software loop, inherently slower, turns off the anode 
voltage and disables the gun operation permit as an extra layer of protection. Following the 
event, another software loop checks the Pelletron voltage and vacuum, and if they are within 
their tolerances, restores the electron beam in about 30 seconds after the beam trip.  
The majority of the trips can be associated with one of the following reasons: false trigger due 
to Main Injector beam losses or from excessive noise from the electronics reading the terminal 
voltage; high beam loss near the entrance of the deceleration tube due to an electron beam 
trajectory alteration (for example, caused by a large variation of the fringe fields of the Main 
Injector); a partial discharge in one of the tubes. While reasons for some of the trips are unclear, 
the negligible impact of the interruptions on operation at this frequency did not justify additional 
efforts to understand them. 
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6. Electron angles in the cooling section 
The value of the electron angles in the cooling section dramatically affects the cooling 
properties. For typical operational parameters, the rms transverse electron velocity ex  (in the 
beam frame) significantly exceeds the antiproton velocity and the longitudinal electron velocity 
component. For this case, Eq. (11) predicts that the longitudinal and transverse cooling rates 
(time derivatives of the emittances) depend on the angles (or transverse velocities) as 2
ex
 and 
3
ex
 , correspondingly. Therefore, cooling efficiency is very sensitive to variations of the angle 
value.  
The origins of the angles can be roughly divided into four categories: 
 incoherent angles originated from the thermal electron velocities at the cathode 
 angles resulting from an envelope mismatch 
 nonlinearities in the beam line 
 coherent dipole motion 
The following sections describe these effects in detail. To give a sense of scale, let us note in 
advance that the estimated 1D effective electron angle was in the best cases ~100 µrad.  
6.1. Thermal angles 
As it was noted in section 4.1, envelope matching requires equality of the magnetic fluxes 
through the beam at the cathode and in the cooling section (neglecting the space charge) 
 2 2
cath cath CS CSB R B R , (13) 
where cathR and CSR are the beam radii and cathB and CSB  are the magnetic field strengths at the 
cathode and the cooling section, respectively. Ideal matching means that no additional coherent 
motion is excited, and the incoherent transverse momentum at the cathode with temperature cathT , 
Tcath e B cathp m k T  leads to an increase of the transverse momentum in the cooling section  
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The corresponding 1D electron angle is  
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For the cooler parameters, 1050cathT C , 86cathB G , 105 GCSB  , Eq. (15) gives a 1D 
thermal contribution of 57T rad  .  
6.2. Envelope mismatch 
An envelope mismatch (a focusing error) results in electron angles linearly growing with radius 
and the beam shape and size changing along the cooling section. Initial tuning was made by 
measuring the envelope with scrapers [27] (see section 4.2). The beam envelope was found to be 
close to being round and was adjusted with two lenses right upstream of the cooling section. The 
residual 2D angle at the beam periphery was reported to be 0.22 mrad [28]. This was sufficiently 
good to obtain electron cooling rates adequate to demonstrate cooling and early operation. 
Attempts to further adjust the lenses according to the cooling rates did not lead to any noticeable 
improvements.  
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However, there were accumulating indications of a deficiency to the procedure. The beam 
boundary was determined by scraping ~10
-5 
of the beam intensity. Therefore, this procedure was 
sensitive only to the beam halo, which properties may be very different from the core’s [28]. At 
the very beginning, the measured beam size exceeded the prediction from Eq. (13) by a factor of 
1.3, well above the measurement errors. Later, comparison of the cooling force measured on the 
beam axis and the cooling rates predicted by Eq. (11) showed a significant discrepancy that 
could be resolved only with the assumption of a large envelope mismatch [35]. Finally, direct 
imaging in a pulse mode with a scintillator located at the end of the cooling section clearly 
revealed that the beam core was elliptical [36], which would explain the relatively poor cooling 
rates. By adjusting quadrupoles upstream of the cooling section, the beam core was properly 
matched in the pulse mode but it did not improve cooling, likely because the residual ion 
background in the DC mode significantly modified focusing (see section 6.4). There was no non-
destructive transverse beam size diagnostics available to tune the beam envelope, and the 
accuracy to which the beam optics was measured did not allow using simulations for fine tuning 
either.  
Eventually, the quadrupoles were tuned based on the cooling properties. The drag rate was 
measured (see the discussion of the procedure in section 8.1) for several current settings of one 
of the quadrupoles, which would then be set to the value giving the highest cooling force. Going 
through this procedure for all quadrupoles successively noticeably improved the cooling 
properties at the beam current 0.1AeI  . For example, at 1 mm offset the drag rate increased by 
a factor of ~2 [36]. Estimation made with OptiM showed that the applied changes to the 
quadrupole currents should correct the angles of a 0.1A electron beam at the radius of 1 mm by 
~0.15 mrad (2D).  
Note that this tuning procedure was not very reliable because a response in the drag rate to a 
typical change in the quadrupole current was comparable to the measurement scatter, and 
attempts to improve even further were not successful.  Comparing simulations with different sets 
of quadrupole currents that were giving similar drag rates, one can speculate that the remaining 
envelope angle was about a half of what had been corrected. Assuming a linear dependence of 
this angle with the beam radius, the rms 1D contribution average over the beam cross section is 
estimated to be ~50 µrad.  
An additional source of angles linear with the radial offset, which exists even for ideal 
matching, is the beam rotation caused by the electron space charge in conjunction with the 
longitudinal magnetic field CSB in the cooling section. For 0.1AeI  , an electron beam radius 
2mmea  , and 0 105GB  , the contribution of this drift angle at the beam periphery is 
negligible with respect to all other sources: 
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6.3. Non-linear perturbations 
Several effects may result in a non-linear perturbation of the electron motion: space charge of 
the electron beam itself, higher-order field components in the focusing elements, and the electric 
field of the background ions.   
The angles caused by the beam space charge are likely a minor contributor to the cooling 
properties. At the standard operating anode voltage of 20 kV and the beam current of 0.5A, for 
which the gun was optimized, the current distribution at the cathode is close to being flat (Figure 
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14) i.e. uniform density with sharp edges. Because the beam envelope is determined mainly by 
the effective emittance Eq.(12), the distribution remains nearly flat in the beam line as well, 
hence the force due to space charge is mainly linear. Measurements in the pulse mode 
demonstrated that the beam distribution was indeed flat [26]. However, for lower currents, the 
edges of the beam current density profile soften. Consequently, the non-linear component of the 
space charge, which arises from the rounded current density profile, increases while the linear 
component diminishes. Estimations show that for the operational current 0.1AeI   
and focusing 
tuned to minimize the angles near the beam axis, the additional angle due to the current density 
profile at a radius of 1.8 mm is ~30 µrad, insignificant to the total angle in comparison with other 
contributions at this offset. 
 
Figure 14. Current density distribution in the cooling section. The current density distribution was 
simulated at the cathode with the code UltraSAM [25] and then adjusted according to Eq. (13). The anode 
voltage was 20 kV. The values of the beam current are indicated on the plot. 
 
 
Figure 15. Image of the beam tightly focused at the YAG. 
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The next effect, a non-linearity originating from the imperfection of the focusing elements’ 
magnetic field, became obvious during measurements of a pulsed electron beam imaged onto a 
YAG crystal installed right downstream of the cooling section.  When the beam was tightly 
focused at the YAG, the image clearly showed higher-order perturbations (Figure 15).  
To determine the source of the perturbations, the beam positions in the BPMs were measured 
as functions of the currents in various correctors. Then, the angles to the beam centroid generated 
from the lenses at different offsets were calculated and analyzed [37]. For an ideal, optically thin 
solenoidal lens, this angle ideal  increases with the offset r as  
  2
_ 0
1ideal lens
ideal
r
k r
F
    (17) 
where 
_ 0idealF is the focusing length for a paraxial trajectory and lensk is a coefficient determined 
by the lens geometry. While the angle dependence on the offset reconstructed from the 
measurement differed from the function of Eq.(17), one can still characterize the deviation from 
linearity in a similar manner, calculating the coefficient lensk for a radius typical for the 
measurements (~1 cm). For most of lenses, this coefficient was found to be within a factor of 
two from the one found in simulations ( idealk ~3·10
-3
 cm
-2
). However, in several cases these 
deviations were significantly higher. Most notably, one of the lens doublets in the supply line 
(i.e. between the first vertical and the first horizontal bends), called SPS03, showed the 
coefficient being ~6 times higher than idealk . For optimum steering (i.e. trajectory where non-
linearity is minimal) and typical beam sizes in this lens predicted by OptiM simulations for beam 
currents of 0.1A and 0.5A (i.e. ~3 mm and ~5mm radius, respectively), the additional electron 
angle in the cooling section at the beam periphery is estimated to be ~40 µrad and ~100 µrad, 
correspondingly. While no complete simulations were made, taking into account aberrations in 
all lenses together with beam misalignments would likely double these numbers. Note, however, 
that because of strong (approximately cubic) dependence of these perturbations on the offset, the 
beam core should not be dramatically affected. The estimation for the 1D rms angle for a well-
aligned 0.1A electron beam gives ~20 µrad. In operation, the beam trajectory was periodically 
re-aligned to keep the beam center within 1 mm from the lens axes. 
In fact, the strongest non-linear contribution to the total beam angle comes from the residual 
gas ions. This effect is described in the next section. 
6.4. Effect from the ions generated by beam-background gas interactions 
Ions created in the beam line by the electron impact on the residual gas molecules can 
significantly modify its focusing properties. The initial kinetic energy of the secondary ions is 
close to thermal, and the electric field of the electron beam prevents ions from escaping radially 
starting from mA-range currents. With no ion clearing mechanisms, the ion density would 
increase until reaching the electrons’ (i.e. up to the neutralization factor η ~100%). At η ~100% 
the focusing effect from ions is by a factor γ2 ~100 higher than defocusing from the beam space 
charge. Electron beam envelope simulations with the OptiM code indicate that the electron beam 
space charge becomes important in the beam line at the beam current Ie ~ 0.1 A. Therefore, for 
the operational range of 0.1– 0.5 A, the effect of ions should be significant at η ~1%, thus 
requiring effective ion clearing. 
To address this requirement, all capacitive pickups monitoring the beam position in the cooler 
(BPMs) have a negative DC voltage offset on one of their plates, while the other plate is DC 
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grounded. The resulting electric field prevents the formation of a potential minimum inside the 
pickup and removes ions in the vicinity of each BPM. To further estimate the process of ion 
accumulation, we assume the residual gas to be hydrogen at 0.3 nTorr. The calculated time for 
reaching η ~1% is ~200 ms. It is much longer than the time for a thermal – velocity H2
+
 ion to fly 
~5 m between two neighbouring BPMs, ~3 ms, and, therefore, clearing with an electric field in 
BPMs should be effective. However, significant size variations of both the electron beam and the 
vacuum pipe along the beam line create local potential minima that prevent ions from travelling 
to the clearing field in the BPMs.  
Also, solenoidal lenses providing focusing in the beam line are additional barriers for ions. 
Because the electric field inside the electron beam is primarily radial, the transverse component 
of the ion velocity is typically much higher than the longitudinal. Due to the conservation of the 
transverse adiabatic invariant, even the modest magnetic fields of the lenses (≤ 600 G) can 
confine the ions, further favouring a steady state concentration. The initial expectation was that 
the focusing effect of the ion background would be mainly a linear tune shift and, therefore, 
could be compensated by adjusting the lens settings. 
 
Figure 16. Contour plots of drag rates across the electron beam without (a) and with (b) ion clearing by 
beam interruptions. Voltage jump of 2 kV, Ie=0.3A. In the mode with ion clearing, the beam interruption 
frequency was 100 Hz.  Contour levels are in MeV/c/hr. Horizontal and vertical axes are the 
corresponding beam displacements in mm. Note the difference by a factor of 2 in scales for the color bars. 
The data were taken on June 12, 2009 (a) and December 31, 2010 (b).  
The cooling properties of the electron beam were found satisfactory for what became the 
standard operation mode, at Ie = 0.1 A. However, the cooling efficiency (characterized by drag 
rate measurements) peaked at 0.1 – 0.2 A (curve 6/13/2006 in Figure 26), while it is supposed to 
be monotonically increasing with the electron beam current. Note that adjusting quadrupoles 
upstream of the cooling section (see section 6.2) significantly improved cooling at 0.1A but did 
not noticeably change its performance at higher currents.  
A hint that it is related to the ion background came from results of transverse scans of the drag 
rates. A detail discussion of the drag rate measurements follows in section 8; here we assume 
that the drag rate is equal to the longitudinal cooling force averaged over a small-size (“pencil”) 
antiproton beam. The drag rates were measured in various positions of this pencil beam with 
respect to the electron beam (experimentally, the electron beam was moved). Because the 
cooling force is determined mainly by the local properties of the electron beam and the value of 
the voltage jump is chosen to measure the drag rate near the maximum of the force curve of 
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Error! Reference source not found., the force is roughly proportional to the local value of 
2/e ej  . The results of such measurements in 31 points are shown as a contour plot in Figure 
16a. With only three narrow areas providing significant drag rates, this profile corresponds to 
high-order focusing perturbations that cannot be corrected by adjusting solenoidal lenses and 
quadrupoles. 
The only remedy to decrease the average ion concentration was found to be periodic 
interruptions of the electron beam. In the potential well created by the electron beam, ions gain 
the kinetic energy of up to 10 eV (at Ie = 0.3 A). Thus, if the electron beam is abruptly turned off, 
an H2
+
 ion reaches the vacuum pipe in 1-2 µs. The capability of interrupting the electron current 
for 1 -30 µs with a frequency of up to 100 Hz was implemented in the electron gun modulator in 
2009 [38]. While the clearing voltage applied to the BPMs was always on and certainly 
decreased the ion density, below for brevity we will refer to the operation with these 
interruptions as to the ‘mode with ion clearing’. 
Ion clearing significantly increased the area of the electron beam cross section with good 
cooling (Figure 16b) as well as improved the drag rate measured on axis at higher electron 
currents (Figure 26, curve 1/2/2011). The latter is related to the finite transverse size of the 
“pencil” antiproton beam in the measurements (see section 8.2).  
Dependence of the drag rate measured at 1mm offset on the interruption frequency is shown in 
Figure 17. The results can be compared with the following model: 
a. The beam space charge tune shift outside of the Pelletron tubes is relatively small, so that 
the envelope electron angle in the cooling section changes linearly with variation of the beam 
current and the offset in the beam r, · ·sc ek r I   . According to OptiM simulations, the 
coefficient sck  1 rad/A/m. 
b. The envelope electron angle caused by accumulated ions is similar to the effect due to the 
beam own space charge, 
 2i sc ek r I           (18) 
where 1  is a fitting coefficient representing the portion of the beam line where ions can be 
accumulated. 
c. Neutralization drops instantaneously to zero when the beam is interrupted, increases 
linearly with time until reaching an equilibrium at some value 0 , and stays constant 
afterward: 
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where an is the atom density and i is the ionization cross section of hydrogen.  
d.  The longitudinal cooling force Fc changes with the additional envelope angle introduced 
by neutralization as 
 0
2
0
,
1 ( / )
c
i
F
F
 

 
 (20) 
where α0 and F0 are the rms angle and drag force at optimum focusing. 
e. The measured drag rate dF is the cooling force averaged over the period between 
interruptions (assuming that the pencil antiproton beam is sensitive mainly to the electron 
angles in the location of its center)  
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  
int1/
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0
f
d cF f F t dt   (21) 
The model described by Eqs. (18)-(21) was compared with the measurements using the measured 
value of 0 73F  MeV/c/hr, the rms angle estimated at the beam center 0 0.1  mrad, and fitted 
parameters 00.5, 0.02   .  The fit, shown by the dashed line in Figure 17, follows the 
experimental data reasonably well. In part, it means that ion clearing with only a voltage applied 
to the BPM plates was already quite effective, ~2%, though still not good enough for this 
specific task.  
 
 
Figure 17. Drag rate as a function of the interruption frequency intf  for Ie = 0.3A and separation between 
beams of 1 mm. January 2, 2011. The interruption pulse duration was 2 µs. Focusing was optimized on 
axis at 20 Hz. The squares represent the data, and the line is the model. 
For operation, the most important result of ion clearing is an increase of the longitudinal cooling 
rate by a factor of 2 (see Figure 30) with otherwise similar parameters.  
 
6.5. Coherent dipole motion 
A coherent dipole motion of the beam in the cooling section adds to the transverse velocity of 
individual electrons hence decreases the cooling efficiency. This motion can be caused either by 
errors in the beam entrance position and angle or by dipole magnetic fields inside the cooling 
section.  
The main sources of slow (longer than minutes) changes in the position of the beam coming 
toward the cooling section are mechanical drifts of focusing elements and drift of their power 
supplies. This contribution is suppressed by a software feedback loop, which adjusts currents of 
two pairs of dipole correctors immediately upstream of the cooling section according to position 
measurements in two pairs of BPMs inside the section. The measurements are synchronized with 
the Main Injector cycle and, therefore, are typically made every 2.2 sec.  
The original plan also foresaw the use of a faster (up to ~10 Hz) feedback loop to compensate the 
effect from the MI stray fields, but it was not implemented mainly because the corresponding 
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oscillations were found to contribute insignificantly into the angle budget. This was determined 
from an analysis of time-dependent readings of the cooling section BPMs [39].  For every time 
sampling point, deviations of the positions in 11 BPM pairs were fitted to a helical trajectory. 
The fit was found to be close to the raw signal, so the BPM noise contribution was small. Then, 
the beam position and angle at the cooling section entrance were reconstructed from each fit.  
The FFT of the resulting set showed the MI field contribution to be ~30 µrad rms. A similar 
procedure applied without MI ramps [40] showed that contributions from the Pelletron vibrations 
(mainly 20, 29.8, and 59.5 Hz lines [41]) and the power grid (60 Hz) accounted together for ~20 
µrad rms (1D). 
Because the cooling section has good magnetic shielding, external magnetic fields are decreased 
by a factor of >1000 inside [42] and do not create any measurable perturbations. On the other 
hand, dipole magnetic fields created by imperfections in the cooling section magnetic field are 
significant and typically the main component of the total angle. After installation, the transverse 
magnetic fields were measured and compensated with dipole correctors to the level where the 
resulting rms angle was estimated to be ~50 µrad [43]. However, beam trajectories measured 
several months afterwards indicated much larger values. Because studies at the R&D stage 
proved that the individual 2-m modules are rigid, it was concluded that the reason for the 
trajectory’s drift is mechanical shifts of the modules with respect to one another. Indeed, to 
produce a helix with a 1D rms angle of 100 µrad, it is enough for one of the supports of a 
solenoidal module to be shifted by ~0.1 mm, which is modest in comparison with millimeter-
range tunnel drifts observed after construction of the Electron cooler’s building. Later, there 
were also hints that the cooling section deforms significantly (in this scale) during fast changes 
of the cooling section temperature, for example, as result of a cooling water system failure.  
These drifts were compensated multiple times during operation of the cooler using the cooling 
section dipole correctors. Each of ten 2m-long modules of the cooling section is equipped with 8 
pairs of 20cm-long printed circuit dipole correctors (so called main correctors), mounted outside 
of the solenoid winding along the entire length of the module, and 2 pairs of narrow correctors 
attached to the inner surface of the solenoids at each end of the module (so called end 
correctors). A simultaneous change of all main correctors’ currents in a module by the same 
amount creates a dipole field roughly equivalent to an inclined solenoid (with respect to its initial 
position); adjustment of an end corrector has an effect similar to a shift of the module end with 
respect to the neighboring module. Hence, the right combination of these two types of 
adjustments should be able to compensate the mechanical drifts. The difficulty is in determining 
the appropriate values of the corrector currents. Note that the simple alignment of the beam to 
the centers of the cooling section BPMs with, for example, the end correctors only, does not 
guarantee the straightness of the trajectory. In fact, practical attempts to make alignment in this 
manner resulted only in worse cooling.  
After testing several procedures, the following one, based on the drag rate measurements (see 
section 8), was eventually developed and implemented. 
1. The antiproton beam trajectory is measured with the cooling section BPMs in order to 
‘re-align’ them. Because of the large antiproton momentum and effective magnetic 
shielding, this trajectory is a straight line in comparison with wiggling of the electron 
beam. Therefore, deviations from the line reported by BPMs results from the mechanical 
offsets of the BPMs. These deviations are then subtracted in the software that calculates 
the beam positions. Thus, once implemented, the measured trajectory should again be a 
straight line within the measurements errors. Before installation all BPMs were calibrated 
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at a bench in both antiproton (89 kHz, the Recycler revolution frequency) and electron 
(32 kHz, frequency of the electron beam current modulation) modes [22]. Hence, the 
subtraction corrects the measurements in the electron mode as well.  
2. A pencil antiproton beam is prepared for the dag rate measurements.  
3. The electron beam is quickly shifted far from the antiprotons everywhere in the cooling 
section except for one module (see an example in Figure 18), and the drag rate is 
measured. The electron trajectory is returned to the standard position to ensure the same 
initial conditions of the antiprotons in each measurement.  
4. All (x or y) main correctors of the module are changed by the same value, and step (3) is 
repeated. During the measurement, the electron beam is kept centered in the BPMs at 
both ends of the module.  
5. After repeating step (4) for several values of the correctors current both in x and y, the 
values corresponding to the largest drag are determined. A typical example of the 
measurement result is shown in Figure 19. 
6. After measuring all modules, the changes of the main correctors providing the best drag 
rates are applied. Finally, the resulting trajectory is aligned to the centers of all BPMs 
with the corresponding end correctors.  
 
Figure 18. Trajectory in the cooling section when measuring the drag rate in the module positioned 
between 10 and 12 m. Points show data from BPMs located at the beginning of each module. 
Because for a single module the drag rate is low, the statistical noise is high, and the procedure 
allows correcting only large errors. Also, it is time-consuming (~20 hrs) and was repeated mainly 
after the complex’s shutdowns, when deformations of the cooling section were maximal.  
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Figure 19. Typical measurements during the cooling section field alignment. First, the drag rate of a 
single module is measured as a function of changes to all X main correctors in section #8 (left plot). The 
horizontal axis is the current of one of these correctors. Then, the X-correctors are set to the “optimum” 
values, and the measurement is repeated with the Y main correctors. In this specific set, the currents of 
the X correctors were increased by 40mA i.e. CXC81I was changed from -0.326 A to -0.286 A, and the Y 
correctors currents were lowered by 20mA i.e. CYC81I was changed from 0.11 to 0.09A. The error bars 
show typical statistical errors of individual measurements. 
One can subtract the corrector settings before and after the procedure and feed them into a 
tracking program. The resulting differential trajectory typically yields a 1D rms angle ~ 
100 µrad, indicating the scale of the possible improvement.  
6.6. Summary of electron angles 
Table 2 summarizes the contributions from the various effects discussed above to the total 
electron angle in the cooling section for the best tuning of each component. The values are 
obtained from averaging the angles over the transverse section of the beam assuming a 2mm 
radius, and using the angles estimates for the beam current of 0.1 A. Obviously, different ways of 
averaging are relevant for different scenarios, so the table mainly shows the scale of the effects.  
For the calculation of the total angle, individual contributions are summed in quadratures.  
  
Table 2. Contributions to the total electron angle in the cooling section. Shown values are 1D, 
rms. 
Effect Angle, µrad Method of evaluation 
Thermal velocities  57 Calculated from the cathode temperature 
Envelope mismatch ~50 Resolution of tuning + OptiM simulations 
Dipole motion (above 0.1 Hz) ~35 Spectra of BPMs in the cooling section 
Dipole motion  caused by field 
imperfections 
~50 Simulation of electron trajectory in the 
measured magnetic field 
Non-linearity of lenses ~20 Trajectory response measurements 
Ion background < 10 Cooling measurements 
Total ~100 Summed in quadratures 
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7. Electron energy spread, stability, and matching 
The effective energy spread of the electrons in the cooling section is determined by intra-beam 
processes and by fluctuations of the Pelletron terminal voltage, with the contribution of the 
longitudinal thermal velocities at the cathode being negligible. A closely related effect, very 
important for operation, is a slow drift of the electron energy. 
7.1. Intra-beam processes 
Core of the energy distribution is formed by multiple intra-beam scattering (IBS) and by the 
dissipation of density micro-fluctuations. For the case relevant for the Fermilab cooler, when the 
electron transverse temperature is much higher than longitudinal (in the beam frame) and the 
beam envelope is determined by conservation of the canonical momentum, the resulting rms 
energy spread was estimated in Ref. [31] to be ~90 eV.  
7.2. Terminal voltage ripple 
Because the typical cooling time is minutes, the effect of fluctuations of the electron energy on 
the cooling process caused by the terminal voltage ripple at Hz – range frequencies is heavily 
averaged and equivalent to an increase of the beam energy spread. The most accurate way to 
measure these fluctuations was found to be by analyzing the BPM readings in a high-dispersion 
region [41], [44]. Optical analyses of different frequency components showed measurable energy 
fluctuations only at frequencies in the 1 – 6 Hz range. Lower frequencies are effectively 
suppressed by the energy stabilization system, and the higher frequencies are eliminated by the 
large capacitance of the terminal shell (~300 pF). The typical rms value of the terminal voltage 
ripple is about 150 V. 
The ripple comes primarily from the chain current fluctuations at the chain rotation frequency 
of 1.8 Hz and its harmonics [44] and depends on the chain condition, and settings of the energy 
stabilization system. This system uses a Generation Volt Meter (GVM) with a DC to ~10Hz 
bandwidth as the main tool for measuring the electron energy. In addition, there are capacitive 
pickups mounted on the Pelletron tank opposite to the terminal shell but their circuitry was found 
ineffective and they were not used for HV regulation. More details on the performance of the 
energy regulation system can be found in Ref. [44]. 
7.3. Terminal voltage drift 
Several mechanisms responsible for the energy drift and corresponding solutions are listed in 
Table 3. In addition to stabilization of the temperatures, two software loops were implemented. 
One of them adjusts the chain current to eliminate the difference between setting and reading of 
the terminal voltage.  
The second loop modifies the set point of the terminal voltage to keep constant the beam 
position in a high-dispersion region right after the 180° bend that follows the cooling section. 
Because the beam position in the low-dispersion (<10 cm) cooling section is stabilized (see 
section 6.5) and the field in the bend magnet is regulated with NMR sensors, a fixed position 
implies a constant energy. After 0.1 Hz filtering of the BPM signal, the residual beam motion 
and electronics noise limit the resolution to about 30 eV. It is enough to keep the energy at the 
right value. However, failures of the NMR system caused by high radiation in tunnel, tunnel 
temperature variations, and drifts of the trajectory in the cooling section change the calibration of 
the loop. The most sensitive (in operation) indication of an energy mismatch was the flattening 
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of the Schottky momentum distribution (Figure 20). Approximately monthly, the calibration of 
the loop is adjusted by making the momentum distribution as peaky as possible. 
 
Table 3. Factors affecting the energy drift.  
 Sensitivity Cause Remedy 
Variations of the 
building 
temperature 
500 eV/K 
Temperature sensitivity of 
the GVM preamplifier 
Temperature of the 
preamplifier is stabilized to 
within ±0.5K. Software loop. 
Variations of the 
Pelletron 
temperature 
400 eV/K 
Distance between the 
terminal and GVM 
depends on temperature 
The tank temperature is kept 
within ±0.2 K. 
Software loop. 
Chain current drift 
or corona current 
from the terminal 
100 eV/μA 
Insufficient gain of the 
analog feedback loop 
Software loop adjusting the 
chain current. 
SF6 pressure 
~500 
eV/psi 
Effect of SF6 permittivity 
on GVM reading 
Software loop. 
 
 
Figure 20. Momentum distribution of the antiproton beam electron cooled at two different electron 
energies. The solid blue line shows data for optimum energy tuning, and the dash-dot red line represents 
data for cooling with the electron energy shifted by 1.2 keV.  September 10, 2008. 1051010 antiprotons, 
bucket length 5.8 s; electron beam is on axis. Vertical scale is linear. 
7.4. Initial energy matching 
One of the problems during commissioning of the cooler was the initial matching of the 
electron and antiproton energies. Because of slow cooling times, the cooling effects are 
indistinguishable if the energy error is larger than ~0.1%. The absolute energy of antiprotons was 
known to better than 0.1% from fix-target experiments in the Accumulator and cross-calibrations 
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between machines. The electron energy, determined mainly by the terminal potential, was known 
initially with much worse accuracy. After assembling the Pelletron, the GVM calibration was 
verified with a 100 kV external power supply and a calibrated resistive divider. The next step for 
calibrating the electron energy was to measure the length of a Larmor spiral pitch in the cooling 
section [45]  at the energy close to the nominal.  The resulting change of the GVM calibration 
was 5.2%. The precision of this measurement, determined by the calibration of the Hall probe 
used for the longitudinal field measurements before installation and by the beam position 
measurement errors, was estimated to be ~0.2%. It was sufficiently low to observe the first 
interaction between beams using a specially developed procedure [46]. Antiprotons were 
smeared over the Recycler momentum aperture (~ ±0.4%), and then electron energy was shifted 
into the presumed optimum value. Electron cooling created a peak where the antiprotons and 
electrons energies matched (Figure 21). In the first observation of the cooling force, the electron 
energy was found to be within 3 keV (~0.07%) of its optimal value. 
 
Figure 21. Evolution of the antiproton distribution function after turning on the 0.5A electron beam. The 
vertical axis represents the longitudinal Schottky power (arb. units, log scale). The horizontal axis is the 
frequency with the scale, after conversion into momentum units, of 25 MeV/c/div. The antiproton beam 
intensity was 5×10
10, and its transverse emittance was 2 μm-rad. Traces were taken 15 minutes apart. 
8. Cooling force measurements 
For operation, the figures of merit to assess cooling are the speed at which the longitudinal and 
transverse emittances decrease (cooling rates) and the equilibrium emittance values. The 
procedure of the cooling rate measurements is described in section 9. However, knowledge about 
details of the electron beam properties can only come from the drag rate measurements discussed 
below in this section.   
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8.1. Procedure of a drag rate measurement 
1. A coasting antiproton beam is scraped down to a low intensity. Empirically, the 
optimum intensity is determined to be  ~1·10
10
 particles, large enough for the 
longitudinal Schottky signal to remain reasonable and low enough to avoid 
accumulation of ions in the absence of gap in the beam. Longitudinal stochastic 
cooling is turned off, but the transverse system stays on. 
2. With the electron beam “on axis” (i.e. in the standard configuration where the 
antiproton and electron beam centers coincide), antiprotons are cooled to an 
equilibrium.  
3. If called for, the electron beam state is changed. For example, to study the radial 
dependence of the cooling force, the electron beam trajectory is shifted parallel to the 
axis in the cooling section. 
4. Immediately after, the electron beam energy is changed by increasing (or decreasing) 
the terminal voltage set point by tU  0.5   10 kV (in one step) a.k.a. a “voltage 
jump”.  
5. While the antiprotons are dragged to the new equilibrium, their longitudinal 
distribution is recorded every 15-17 sec, and the average momentum 
pp and the 
distribution rms width 
p are calculated.  
6. After 2 minutes, the electron energy is returned to its original value, as well as other 
parameters that might have been changed, and antiprotons are cooled again into the 
“standard” equilibrium.  
7. The drag rate 
pp

is calculated from the linear fit of the  pp t data recorded during 
meas  2 min with the offset electron energy.  
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 22, which shows Schottky spectra recorded at regular 
intervals after the electron beam voltage jump. Note that in a standard measurement the points 
are recorded more frequently and for a shorter period of time than in this illustration. 
One of the obvious limitations of the procedure is a relatively long measurement time. It was 
chosen to have a reasonable number of points (5 – 7) for a linear fit, taking into account the 
significant statistical noise of the mean of the measured distribution. The notion that the drag rate 
is measured at the momentum offset equal to the initial value of 
0
p
p t
e
M
p e U
m
   is self-
consistent only if the measured rate p is low enough so that the shift during the measurement is 
small in comparison with the initial offset: 
 
0meas p
p p    (22) 
For the most frequently used voltage jump of tU = 2kV, Eq.(22) limits p << 100 MeV/c/hr. 
This inequality was typically satisfied at the early stages of the project but did not remain true as 
the cooling properties were improved. Because we have not found a better way to measure the 
cooling force, we still present some data where Eq.(22) is not fulfilled. Therefore, results for 
small momentum offsets and large drag rates underestimate the value of the drag rate (hence 
cooling force) that would be measured if a faster measurement could be made. 
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Figure 22. Left - Evolution of the antiproton momentum distribution recorded by a Schottky monitor after 
a 1.9 keV jump of the electron energy. Ie=0.5A with ion clearing at 100 Hz. The time between the first 
and the last traces is 7 min. January 2, 2011. Right - Corresponding evolution of the mean and rms values 
of the momentum distribution. The drag rate calculated with a linear fit to the first 4 points is 
71 (MeV/c)/hr. (Not a standard measurement). 
8.2. Drag rate and the longitudinal cooling force 
The drag rate represents the longitudinal cooling force averaged over all antiprotons. Because 
these measurements were always made with a pencil beam, one can expand the expression of the 
force near its value for a central particle. Assuming that the 6D antiproton distribution is 
symmetrical and identical in horizontal and vertical directions, the instantaneous drag rate can be 
expressed as  
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 (23) 
where all functions on the right side are estimated for the central particle  ,0,0,0,0pp , 
p pp M c , CS  30m is the beta-function in the cooling section, and px is the antiproton 
transverse rms emittance. Assuming applicability of Eq.(7), both second derivatives over the 
antiproton momentum have the sign opposite to the cooling force. The measured transverse 
dependence of the drag rate approximated below by Eq.(26) gives the opposite sign of a spacial 
derivative as well. Hence, both correction terms in Eq. (23) decrease the drag rate, and the drag 
rate is always a lower limit of the cooling force value. 
To interpret a drag rate as a cooling force experienced by the central particle, the antiproton 
beam needs to have a small rms momentum spread 
2
p pp p   and a small transverse 
emittance. To estimate the contribution related to the finite momentum spread, let’s assume the 
dependence on the momentum offset is the same for the drag rate and the cooling force and 
calculate the second derivative of a fit to the measurements. In the case of the example shown in 
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Figure 23, this contribution is small (< 10%) if the momentum offset is > 2 MeV/c at the typical 
case of 1pp  MeV/c. The relative value of this correction does not change significantly for 
lower transverse electron velocities and remained small also for later measurements, when the 
electron beam quality had been optimized.  
 
Figure 23. Drag rates measured on February 6, 2006 (blue circles). Np = 3.510
10
 antiprotons, transverse 
emittance (95%, normalized, measured with a Schottky pickup) is ,95%p n  1.5 mmmrad, initial rms 
momentum spread pp  0.2 MeV/c, electron beam current Ie = 0.1 A. The red solid line represents 
Eq. (8) at We = 370eV, e = 0.2 mrad (discussed in Sections 6 and 7) and je = 0.94 A/cm
2
 (from gun 
simulations), and Lc = 14. Contribution of the second derivative term is shown by the dashed brown line 
(for illustration purposes, it is negated and shown for pp  = 1 MeV/c). 
The relative contribution of the second correction term in Eq.(23) can be expressed as  
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where _px contrf is a function of the electron velocities and the antiproton momentum offset, and 
px is the antiproton 1D angle in the cooling section. For relevant parameters, estimations from 
Eq.(7) give _ 1.5 2px contrf   , and in drag rate measurements the antiproton angles were an order 
of magnitude lower than the electrons’. Hence, this contribution is negligible.  
The last term in Eq. (23) was found to be significantly more important and can be estimated 
from the dependence of the measured drag rate on the radial position with the following 
assumptions: 
1. The contribution of far collisions can be neglected, and the force is determined by local 
values of the electron current density ej and rms angle at the position of the pencil 
antiproton beam as in Eq.(9), 
2
e
lz
t
j
F

. 
2. The electron rms angle is determined by its value at the beam center, 0 , and the envelope 
mismatch angle added in quadratures. The latter is linear with radius, and the total angle 
can be expressed as 
2
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(similar to Eq.(20)).  
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3. The current density distribution is calculated from the gun current density simulations (see 
Figure 14) and approximated by a parabola 
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4. The transverse distribution in the antiproton beam is Gaussian. 
5. The cooling force can be presented as a product of a component determined by the 
momentum offset,  0 pF p , and the radial dependence: 
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6. The drag rate at a radial offset is the cooling force of Eq. (26) integrated over a Gaussian 
antiproton radial distribution with the rms size pa .  
 
Figure 24. Drag rate as a function of the electron beam offset. The points are results from July 3, 2007 
measurements. The voltage jump was 2 kV, Ie = 0.1 A, Np = 4·10
10
. During the measurement, the 
emittance measured with a flying wire was ,95%p n ~ 0.5 µm (95%, normalized), which corresponds to pa
~ 0.5 mm. The red curve is the reconstructed cooling force. 
 
Comparison of the model with the measured drag rates is shown in Figure 24 as the solid curve, 
which is calculated with ea  2.9 mm from the gun simulations, pa  0.5 mm estimated from the 
flying wire measurements, and the best fitting values of 0F  53 MeV/c/hr and b  0.68 mm. The 
cooling force in the center is higher than the measured drag rate by almost a factor of two. 
Correspondingly, the relative contribution of the last term in Eq. (23) 
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is large, and the expansion of Eq. (23) is not self-consistent.  
 
Figure 25. Drag rate as a function of the electron beam offset. The points are results from December 31, 
2010 (the same set as in Figure 16b). The voltage jump was 2 kV, Ie = 0.3 A, Np = 1.3·10
10
. During the 
measurement, the emittance measured with a flying wire was ,95%p n < 0.3 µm (95%, normalized), and 
the corresponding value of pa was estimated to be ~0.25 mm. The blue curve is the best fit to the model 
described with a= 4.3 mm (from simulations), and fitting parameters 0F =80 MeV/c/hr and b= 1.2 mm. 
Also, to better fit the data the curve is shifted by 0.47 mm in comparison with the position reported by the 
BPMs. The red curve shows the reconstructed cooling force. 
Due to the difficulty to accurately measure and control the transverse emittance, this effect led to 
a large scatter in the measured drag rates. Eventually to decrease this scatter, the transverse 
stochastic cooling system was left on during the measurements; the antiproton beam was scraped 
down to the limit at which a reasonable resolution of the Schottky detector remained, Np ~ 
11010; and between the measurements the electron beam was set to the state of strongest cooling. 
However, equally important was the decrease of the electron angles spread across the beam as it 
was discussed in section 6. Consequently, the reproducibility of the results improved. Meanwhile 
the antiproton beam transverse emittance measured with the flying wire decreased to < 0.3 µm 
(the emittance measurements were unreliable below this level).  
As an example, Figure 25 shows a comparison between the drag rates thus measured and the 
reconstructed cooling force. In this case the drag rates were close to the longitudinal cooling 
force, and the estimation from Eq.(27) gives a relative contribution of 8%.  
8.3. Drag rates and electron beam parameters 
With all the difficulties associated with the drag rate measurements, they still provided 
valuable estimations of the cooling force and, consequently, of the electron beam angles at the 
location of the antiproton beam. Figure 26 shows the dependence of the drag rate on the beam 
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current recorded over the years. All measurements were made with the same voltage jump, tU = 
2kV, and on axis. Each curve was recorded at a fixed set of focusing parameters. If the electron 
angles stay unchanged, the cooling force should change proportionally to the local current 
density (shown by the dashed curve). Significant deviations of the drag rates from this trend were 
the most influential reason for measuring the transverse distributions of the cooling force (as in 
Figure 16a) and eventually developing the ion clearing procedure described in section 6.4. The 
results with ion clearing are presented in Figure 26 by the curve labeled 1/2/2011. Note that most 
of the data points of this set do not satisfy Eq.(22), and the flatness of the curve at larger currents 
can easily be explained by the inadequacy of the procedure. We were not able to explain and 
correct the dramatic deterioration of cooling around February of 2011 and the corresponding 
decrease of the drag rate (curve 3/7/2011), partly because of lack of resources toward the end of 
the Tevatron operation. 
 
 
Figure 26. Drag rate as a function of the beam current measured on axis at various dates with a 2 kV 
voltage jump. The current density calculated at the beam center (dashed curve) is shown for comparison. 
Measurements of the drag rate as a function of the voltage jump, interpreted as the cooling 
force vs momentum offset, give some information about the absolute value of the electron angles 
in the cooling section. An example of a set of measurements is shown in Figure 27. The data 
were fitted to Eq. (1) with the Coulomb logarithm under the integral (curve 1) and Gaussian 
electron velocity distributions. For these measurements, the estimated effect of the final size of 
the antiproton beam, discussed in the previous section, was small, ≤ 10%, and was not taken into 
account. 
The only fitting parameter was the rms spread of the electron transverse velocities, et , while 
the longitudinal velocity spread is assumed to be determined by the measured voltage ripple, and 
the current density is estimated from the gun simulations and magnetic measurements. The first 
data point i.e. the data point with the smallest momentum offset was excluded from the fit 
because it was far from satisfying the inequality of Eq. (22). For comparison, curve 2 shows a 
calculation (for the same et  i.e. no free parameters) using the simplified equation, Eq. (8), with 
the Coulomb logarithm calculated for each momentum offset according to Eq. (2), (3). Curve 3 is 
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the same as curve 2 but with a constant value of the logarithm estimated at the momentum offset 
of 10 MeV/c. Taking into account the level of agreement between measurements and the model, 
the simplified formula gives a good approximation. The value of et found in the fit, 0.13 mrad, 
is close to what has been found from other measurements in Table 2, 0.1 mrad.  
 
Figure 27. Dependence of the drag rate on the antiproton momentum offset. The diamonds represent data 
measured on January 4, 2011 with eI  0.1A “on axis”. See the text for the curves description. 
A set of measurements was made with the electron beam injected into the cooling section at 
an angle. In this case, the trajectory of the beam centroid is a helix, and the rms electron angles 
are increased. As a result, the drag rates decrease (Figure 28), and the fitted value of the angle 
increases in reasonable agreement with the sum in quadrature of the initial angle et(0), and the 
angle introduced by the trajectory perturbation (Table 4). 
At the same time, the data points systematically deviate from the fitting curve by more than 
the statistical measurement errors (which were typically 1-3 MeV/c/hr). It can be corrected by 
allowing one more fitting parameter. For example, the fit becomes almost perfect if the constant 
in front of the integral in Eq. (1) is artificially decreased by a factor of 2.5 and et  is set to 0.07 
mrad. One may speculate that it is due to a large variation of the value of dipole electron angles 
between modules in the cooling section, thus only a portion of the section works effectively. 
However, we did not see such dramatic effects experimentally. More likely reasons for the 
disagreement are the simplifications made to the model itself.  
One of them is the neglect of the longitudinal 105 G magnetic field. One would expect the 
field to modify the dynamics of binary collisions with large impact parameters (above the 
electron Larmor radius of ~0.2 mm), but we have not found a way to estimate this effect 
quantitatively. An indirect indication of the importance of the collisions with large impact 
parameters was seen in measurements with helix – like trajectories reported in Ref. [47], where 
the drag rates grew when decreasing the helix pitch at a constant helical angle.  
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Figure 28. Data and fits with Eq.(1) for a beam with helical trajectories. The numbers in the legend 
indicate the 1D values of the angle of the beam centroid in the cooling section in milliradian (verified 
with BPM measurements). The fitted total angles are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Values of the rms angle, in mrad, from fitting the data in Figure 28 with Eq.(1). The last 
column compares the fitted angles with the simplest prediction. 
Helical angle (1D), h  Fitted rms angle, et  2 2(0)et h   
0 0.134 0.134 
0.1 0.180 0.167 
0.2 0.285 0.241 
 
Another possible cause for the disagreement is the assumption that the transverse 
inhomogeneity of the electron beam affects identically the force at all momentum offsets 
(Eq.(26)).  
From these comparisons, we conclude that the model is capable of predicting the drag rates 
for weakly-magnetized electron cooling to within ~50%. Using the simplified formula of Eq. (8) 
makes analytical estimations and fitting much easier and without significant sacrifices in 
accuracy.   
9. Electron cooling rates  
9.1. Definition and procedure 
While the drag rate measurements were the instrument to estimate and improve the electron 
beam properties, the characteristics important for operation were the cooling rates [48]. For 
example, for longitudinal cooling, one can compare the time derivative of the rms momentum 
δpp with the cooling system on and off. In the model with uncoupled degrees of freedom and 
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constant diffusion, the derivative depends on the diffusion coefficient Dp, the longitudinal 
cooling force Flz, and the antiproton distribution function fp: 
  
22 2 2 2p
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 (28) 
Assuming symmetry of the distribution and the cooling force, the average force becomes zero, 
0lzF  . Then, using the Fokker-Planck equation with a constant diffusion coefficient, Eq.(23) 
can be written as 
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Now, we define the cooling rate 
zR as the rate at which the rms momentum spread would be 
decreasing in the absence of any diffusion 
 
1
z lz p
p
R F f p dp
p
        (30) 
If the value of δpp doesn’t significantly change during the time of measurements, the cooling rate 
is close to the difference between its time derivatives with and without cooling 
 
0lz
z p pF
R p p         (31) 
The logic is similar for the transverse cooling rates defined through differences of time 
derivatives of corresponding emittances. Figure 29 gives a typical example of such a 
measurement. 
In order to compare cooling performances for different electron beam tuning, such 
measurements were done at similar antiproton beam conditions and followed a standard 
procedure: 
1. The antiproton beam, confined by rectangular RF barriers, is first cooled with the 
stochastic cooling system only. This makes the antiprotons distribution close to Gaussian. 
2. The bunch length is adjusted to bring the initial rms momentum spread to ~3.5 MeV/c. 
3. The stochastic cooling system is turned off and the antiproton beam is let diffuse for 
15 minutes. 
4. The electron beam is turned on and cools the antiprotons for 15 minutes. 
5. Then, the cooling rate is obtained from calculating the difference between the time 
derivatives of the momentum spread (or transverse emittances) before and after turning 
on the electron beam. For the transverse direction, both diffusion and cooling are fitted 
with straight lines. For the longitudinal direction, the cooling data are fitted to an 
exponential decay curve and the time derivative is calculated at the time when the 
electron beam is turned on. On Figure 29, the transverse cooling rate (averaged over both 
directions) for the Schottky data is -2.4  mm∙mrad/hr and for the flying wire data -5.6  
mm∙mrad/hr. For the momentum spread, the measured cooling rate is -7.3 MeV/c per 
hour. 
Note that the cooling rate measurements were almost always performed with the antiproton 
beam contained in the barrier bucket, while Eq. (28) - (31) assume no synchrotron motion. In the 
simplest model with the infinite height of barriers, flat bucket bottom, and equal average electron 
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and antiproton velocities, the results are exactly the same. For typical conditions (as for Figure 
29), deviations from this ideal picture were not significant: the length of the bucket was much 
longer that the depth of particle penetration into barriers; the typical momentum offset was well 
above than deformations of the bottom of the potential well and than the velocities misalignment. 
Corresponding estimations showed the cumulative effect of presence of the barriers is small in 
comparison with the measurements scatter.  
 
Figure 29. Evolution of δpp (blue line) and of the transverse emittances (95%, normalized) during a 
cooling rate measurement. The brown line indicates when the electron beam was turned on and set to 
100 mA. Np = 36 ×10
10
, bunch length = 5.4 µs. For the transverse emittances, both measurements 
obtained from a Schottky pickup (violet diamonds for X and black circles for Y) and from flying wires 
(green crosses for X, and red stars for Y) are displayed. 
The relatively large difference between the transverse cooling rate obtained from the Schottky 
data and the flying wire data is reproducible. It is attributed partly to a possible mis- calibration 
of one of the detectors and partly to the respective sensitivity of these devices in combination 
with the cooling properties of the electron beam. The emittance measured by flying wires is 
calculated from a Gaussian fit, hence essentially ignoring the far tails. On the other hand, the 
Schottky pickup is sensitive to all particles, and, therefore, the weight of particles with large 
betatron oscillations in the Schottky detector measurement is larger than for the flying wire’s. 
Since electron cooling is less efficient for antiprotons in the transverse tails, the lower cooling 
rate measured with the Schottky detector seems natural. 
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9.1. Measured longitudinal cooling rates 
The notion of the cooling rate has proved to be a useful tool in assessing the performance of 
the electron cooler. Because the most important cooling component was longitudinal, most of 
attention was paid to longitudinal rate measurements.  Figure 30 summarizes most of the electron 
cooling rate measurements made between 2006 and 2010. Over that time, the cooling rate for a 
given transverse emittance significantly increased due to several key improvements to the 
electron beam quality highlighted on the plot (and discussed in detail in section 6). The arrows 
indicate the observed cooling rate increase resulting from each of the beam optimization steps. 
Note for instance that the maximum cooling rate measured for a ~3 µm transverse emittance 
antiproton beam (from flying wire data) is almost twice the cooling rate obtained from the 
measurement shown on Figure 29, -13.0 MeV/c per hour vs. -7.3 MeV/c per hour. 
 
Figure 30. Longitudinal cooling rate (negated) in 2006-2010. The arrows connect data points measured 
successively over the same day to show the potential cooling rate increase for several improvements 
brought to the electron beam tuning. The initial rms momentum spread is 3-4 MeV/c. The dashed line 
represents the expected cooling rate calculated with Eq. (11). 
Also visible on the plot is a fairly strong dependence of the cooling rate on the transverse 
emittance of the antiproton beam. This behavior is not reproduced by the model described in 
section 4. The dashed line in Figure 30 shows Eq. (11) expressed in the lab frame. It is computed 
with the following parameters: 
 Antiproton initial momentum spread δpp = 3.6 MeV/c, typical for the cooling rate 
measurements; 
 Electron current density je = 0.94 A/cm
2
 at the beam center. It was obtained from 
simulations of the electron gun for an electron beam current  Ie = 0.1 A; 
 Energy spread eW =175 eV, obtained from high voltage stability measurements; 
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 Coulomb logarithm Lc = 15, calculated for the rms values; 
 1D rms value of the electron angles e = 200 rad, obtained from fitting cooling rates at 
low transverse emittance. 
Obviously, the measured cooling rate drops with the increase of the antiproton beam 
emittance much faster than in the model.  
The main drawback of the model is the assumption about the transverse homogeneity of the 
electron beam properties. A strong radial dependence of both the electron current density and 
angles dramatically decreases the efficiency of cooling for antiprotons traveling through the 
cooling section at large offsets. For example, in Figure 24 the area of effective electron cooling is 
limited to <1 mm offset, while for a typical emittance 
,95%p n ≈ 4 µm, the rms antiproton beam 
radius is 1.4 mm. Therefore, a large fraction of antiprotons interacts with electrons very 
inefficiently. 
A more accurate comparison between drag rate and cooling rate measurement results can be 
made by including explicitly into Eq. (30) the radial dependence of the cooling force 
reconstructed from the drag rate measurements as in Eq.(26). Then, for the integration, we 
assume that the longitudinal and transverse distributions are uncoupled and Gaussian. While 
generally speaking it is incorrect (for instance in the case of strong electron cooling, see Fig.3 in 
[49]), this approximation is likely appropriate for the cooling rate measurements. 
Results of such calculation with parameters derived from data presented in Figure 24 are 
shown in Figure 31 (dash-dot pink curve) and compared with the subset of data from Figure 30 
measured with similar electron beam conditions. 
 
Figure 31. Longitudinal cooling rate (negated) as a function of the antiproton emittance for 
Ie = 0.1 A. The pink dash-dot curve is the calculation with the model described in the text and 
parameters reconstructed from the drag rate measurements from July 3, 2007. The green 
triangles are a subset of the data shown on Figure 30, for which the electron beam characteristics 
are similar (data of February – June 2007). 
While this approach still slightly overestimates the cooling rate, it catches well its dependence 
on the antiprotons transverse emittance. Therefore, one can conclude that the drag rate and 
cooling rate measurement procedures give consistent descriptions of the cooling properties. 
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10. Electron cooling in the Recycler operation 
The Recycler had mainly two functions: store antiprotons efficiently, i.e. with beam loss as 
small as possible during accumulation, and prepare the beam for extraction to the Tevatron. 
However, quickly after implementing electron cooling into operation, it was found that fast 
cooling may result in a significant degradation of the antiproton life time. Correspondingly, the 
procedures were optimized to balance the cooling speed and antiproton loss. 
10.1. Electron cooling and the antiprotons life time 
The scale for the cooler’s effect on the life time is set by the vacuum-determined limit: a low 
density antiproton beam cooled with stochastic cooling system had the life time of ~1000 hrs. If 
this value was staying constant during a typical storage time of ~15 hours, the total loss would be 
~0.75% of the maximum amount (assuming a linear rise of the intensity with time). However, in 
operation the life time averaged over a storing cycle varied from ~500 down to ~100 hours.  
Degradation of the life time after application of electron cooling has been observed in low-
energy coolers as well (see, for example, Ref. [50]). However, the conditions were dramatically 
different from the Recycler’s and not easily scalable. Also, there is no commonly accepted 
explanation for the phenomenon. 
In the Recycler, attempts to separate the contributions to the life time deterioration from direct 
interaction between the beams and from effects related to changes in the antiproton distributions 
caused by electron cooling were inconclusive. One of the difficulties is the large scatter of the 
life time data measured over the years.  
The scatter has several sources. One of them is a “long memory” of the beam: the life time 
might be different well beyond measurement errors for similar beam parameters (intensity, 
bunch length, 95% longitudinal and transverse emittances measured with a Schottky detector) 
hours after an adjustment, injection, or beam manipulation has taken place. The likely reason is a 
slow rate of changes in the far beam tails, which are not well measured, at large beam intensities.  
Another source of the scatter was the tuning state of the stochastic cooling system that was 
not easy to quantify in operation. The life time was critically dependent on the settings of the 
stochastic cooling system, even though for operational-size antiproton stacks its cooling rates 
were by more than an order of magnitude lower than that of the electron cooling. On one 
occasion when the stochastic cooling system was not operational (and turned off), the life time of 
the electron-only cooled beam was less than 50 hours even though the electron beam parameters 
were changed multiple times in an attempt to counteract the life time degradation. The latter is 
qualitatively understandable, because the transverse tail particles approaching the aperture 
interact negligibly with the electron beam but strongly with the stochastic cooling system. 
On a longer time scale, an additional contributor to the life time was the the Recycler vacuum 
pressure. A small leak or argon accumulation near transfer lines were changing the life time up 
to a factor of two.  
With all these uncertainties, the main observation was that in general the life time was worse 
for higher antiproton densities. One of the attempts to quantify this observation is presented in 
Figure 32. It shows data when there were no transfers or external parameter adjustments for a 
period of more than an hour and for which the beam emittances had reached an equilibrium. One 
of the indications of being at an equilibrium is a nearly constant ratio of the average longitudinal 
and transverse velocities in the beam frame, calculated from the emittances and the bunch length 
(Figure 32c). The data were selected for a period of a month, when there were no indications of 
significant variations of the Recycler vacuum or stochastic cooling system tuning. From the 
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many possible ways of plotting the lifetime data as a function of various electron and antiproton 
beam parameters, the measurements scatter appears to be minimal when plotted against the peak 
beam current (Figure 32a). For comparison, on Figure 32b the same data are plotted as a function 
of the calculated space charge tune shift for the central particles (assuming a Gaussian transverse 
distribution and a constant linear density). Note that for this data set the transverse position of the 
electron beam (see Chapter 10.2) could be anywhere from 1.6 to 3 mm.  
 
  
 
Figure 32. Measurement of equilibrium antiproton parameters. December 2, 2008 – January 7, 
2009. The electron beam current was 0.1A for all points. 
 
Once, when a total of ~20 hours was available for measurements, the dependence of the 
equilibrium life time on the peak current was measured more rigorously (Figure 33). The beam 
was kept between two rectangular RF barriers, with the initial bunch occupying almost the entire 
ring circumference. Then every ~ 3 hours, the bunch length was reduced. During the last hour of 
each measurement, the average life time was constant. Over the duration of the measurements, 
the 0.1A electron beam was at a fixed 2 mm offset. The transverse emittance was larger for the 
shorter bunches and consequently the calculated space charge tune shift was not linear with the 
peak current. Nevertheless, the trends shown on Figures 32 and 33 are similar: the life time 
decreases with the peak current.  
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Figure 33. Measurement of the beam life time while reducing the bunch length of  the antiproton 
beam. Left: dependence of the life time on the beam peak current. Right: the space-charge tune 
shift calculated for central particles. December 26-27, 2010. The number of antiprotons was (446 
– 430) 1010.  
 
It is very likely that the main effect causing deterioration of the life time when electron 
cooling is applied was indirect, i.e. related more to the denser antiproton distribution created by 
the electron cooling process and associated changes in the diffusion rather than to the presence of 
the electron beam itself. One of possibilities is a diffusion induced by envelope instability of the 
type suggested in Ref. [51]. Note that in the measurements presented in Figure 32 and Figure 33 
the information about the transverse distribution was limited to the 95% emittance from the 
Schottky monitors The core could be denser than for a Gaussian distribution, which was assumed 
for the tune shift estimations.  
An additional increase of losses might be related to the correlation between longitudinal and 
transverse tails in an electron-cooled antiproton beam. Because electron cooling is ineffective for 
the transverse tails, these particles are not cooled efficiently longitudinally either. As a result, the 
transverse and longitudinal tails are correlated (Figure 34 adapted from [49]). Such distribution 
may increase the losses in high-dispersion areas.  
One can also speculate that with the significant impact that the stochastic cooling system has 
on the antiproton life time, modifications of the antiproton distribution by electron cooling may 
affect the efficiency of stochastic cooling.  
On the other hand, it is likely that the electron beam does add some diffusion. A possible 
indication was a dramatic, from tens of hours to seconds, shortening of the life time of protons 
circulating in the Recycler (typically, for machine tuning) after turning on the electron beam. It 
did not depend on the proton beam intensity, was not sensitive to the working point (tunes), but 
was affected by the electron beam parameters. Analyses of the life time with respect to the 
electron beam position and trajectory [52] showed that electron beam current fluctuations at the 
betatron frequency and, correspondingly, resonant kicks of the electrons’ electromagnetic field 
on the protons may lead to the additional diffusion. The same effect would exist for the 
antiprotons but being decreased by 22 =180 times because of different propagation direction. 
Still, it would shrink the antiproton life time down to hours. Nevertheless, turning on the tuned 
electron beam also brings cooling with much shorter damping times of tens of minutes making 
this heating negligible for the core particles. 
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Figure 34. Evolution of the longitudinal 1.75 GHz Schottky profile of a deeply electron-cooled 
antiproton beam during a vertical scrape. For curves 1, 2, and 3, the number of antiprotons, in 
units of 10
10
, is 26, 20, and 4, respectively. The offset of the vertical scraper, re-calculated into 
an equivalent cooling section position through the ratio of beta-functions between two locations, 
is 5.9, 2.1, and 1.7 mm, correspondingly. Before the scrape, antiprotons were cooled with a 0.1 A 
electron beam for ~ 40 min. The 95%, normalized emittance measured with a flying right before 
the scrape was 0.7µm (95%, n). In the absence of tail correlation, the longitudinal distribution 
would not change with removing the transverse tails. 
 
One of the attempts to untangle possible heating and damping terms was to shift the electron 
energy to suppress cooling (the antiproton energy is essentially fixed by usage of permanent 
magnets in the Recycler). Unfortunately, even at the offset of ~15 keV, the maximum achievable 
without major re-tuning of the electron beam line, the main effect was a fast increase of the 
longitudinal emittance due to the drag force and loss of particles outside of the momentum 
aperture.  
In another set of experiments, the cooling rate was artificially decreased by injecting the 
electron beam into the cooling section at an angle and thus increasing the effective transverse 
electron angles. The life time was actually improving, not deteriorating. It seems that the 
resulting less peaky antiproton Schottky distributions and, correspondingly, lower self – heating 
was more important than the expected shift of the balance between cooling and possible 
diffusion from the electron beam. For several months, cooling with the increased angles (with a 
short wave length similar to [47] to decrease cooling primarily for cold particles) was used in 
operation, but then was dropped because the modest gain in antiproton survival did not justify an 
increased complexity of the procedures. 
10.2. Electron cooling with a beam offset 
Traditionally, electron cooling is used with the heavy-particle and the electron beams 
overlapping concentrically, i.e. with the central orbit of the antiprotons in the cooling section and 
the electron beam centroid trajectory coinciding. This configuration yields the maximum cooling 
rate but, in the Recycler cooler, is most detrimental for the life time as well.  
The practical solution to alleviate this issue, proposed in [53], was to displace the electron 
beam trajectory parallel with respect to the antiproton beam orbit (a horizontal or vertical shift). 
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To first approximation, the center of the electron beam is where the current density is the highest 
and the beam angles the smallest, hence the cooling force the largest. Therefore, when the beam 
is offset, the majority of the antiprotons do not experience the maximum cooling force. On the 
other hand, the tails of the antiprotons transverse distribution typically extend further than the 
electron beam transverse size. Thus, with the beam offset, particles with large betatron 
oscillations are being cooled more effectively. This procedure can be regarded as ‘painting’ and, 
for the Recycler cooler, is almost equivalent to the ‘hollow beam’ concept for low energy coolers 
[54] (though such beam offset would likely not work at low energy because of the significance of 
space charge – related variation of the electron energy across the beam and an increased 
contribution of diffusion caused by the electron beam current noise).  An illustrative cartoon of 
cooling with an offset is shown in Figure 35. 
 
Figure 35. Illustration (to scale) of the cooling rate adjustment by a horizontal shift. For this 
schematic the antiproton beam size is 4.2 mm (±2σ) and the color scheme gradient represents the 
Gaussian particles distribution. The electron beam diameter is 3 mm. The ‘area of good cooling’ 
represents the transverse section of the electron beam where the current density and the beam 
angle are the most favorable for cooling. The arrows indicate the shift between the two beam 
centers. 
 
Cooling with an offset provides sufficient rate of the emittances decrease to permit efficient 
transfers from the Accumulator, while the lifetime does not deteriorate as much as it would with 
on-axis cooling. When the stored beam needs to be prepared for extraction, the main goal for 
cooling is to reach as small emittances as possible without inducing an instability  [55]. 
Typically, it requires the electron beam to be brought closer to the antiproton beam central orbit. 
Over the relatively short time it takes to extract the antiprotons, the life time is not a critical 
issue. 
10.3. Impact on the Tevatron complex performance 
Electron cooling was one of many improvements carried out during Run II. The most direct 
effect on the Tevatron luminosity is the increase of the antiproton beam phase density during the 
preparation of the stacks for extraction to the Main Injector (followed by injection in the 
Tevatron). By applying strong electron cooling right before extraction the transverse emittances 
decreased by a factor of ~1.5 with respect to what it was possible to do with stochastic cooling 
alone, and for a much larger number of antiprotons (~4001010 vs. ~1501010 antiprotons, 
typically). Ref. [57] estimates the corresponding luminosity improvement to be ~25% (p. 16). 
 
5 mm offset 2 mm offset 
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 Also, the extraction efficiency (from the Recycler to the Main Injector) was noticeably 
increased to ~98% on average and more than 99% for small stacks thanks to the smaller 
longitudinal emittance of the stored beam. In addition, the smaller longitudinal emittance of the 
extracted bunches led to higher coalescing efficiencies in the Main Injector. Because these 
changes were implemented in parallel with other improvements in the complex, the actual impact 
on luminosity is difficult to evaluate quantitatively but is likely ~10%. 
Besides to these direct contributions, two indirect effects can be identified as being critical for 
improving the luminosity potential even further. 
First, electron cooling essentially removed the limit on the amount of antiprotons that was 
possible to store and prepare in the Recycler for the following transfers to the Main Injector and 
the Tevatron collider. The record high number of antiprotons stored in the Recycler was 606·10
10
 
(March 21, 2011), without any clear indications of strong limiting factors. At the same time the 
typical Recycler stack size before extraction was ~380·10
10
 and was dictated by optimization in 
other machines.  
Second, fast longitudinal cooling of the bunches coming from the Antiproton Accumulator 
allowed much more frequent transfers. As a result, the average size of the Accumulator stack 
decreased and in turn, led to an increase of the antiproton production efficiency. 
Note that electron cooling also brought more flexibility to beam manipulations in the Recycler 
(in the longitudinal direction) and to the way the accelerator complex could be and was operated. 
As an indication of the importance of electron cooling one can consider the drop of the 
integrated luminosity rate without it. In several instances toward the end of the Run II when the 
cooler was not operational for 2-3 days, the rate of integrating luminosity would decrease by a 
factor of ~2.5. 
11. Final remarks  
The Recycler Electron cooler was the first and, during its operation, the only relativistic ( >2) 
electron cooler. It significantly contributed to the success of Run II, resulting in an immediate 
increase of the integrated luminosity by ~25% and even more by removing a bottleneck in the 
antiproton production.  
In addition, technical solutions found during the project and better understanding of the 
peculiarities of the cooling process should help to build future coolers. 
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